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The right to vote
I recently learned that Joint Council proposes
that the membership votes on whether the
Institute and Faculty should be merged into
one body.
Being a fellow of the Institute I have
also been offered, and have accepted,
the opportunity to vote in a ballot to
determine whether one of our students
should be awarded fellowship status without
completing the exams.
These are two important decisions which, if
they result in affirmative majorities, I believe
will change the face of the Actuarial Profession
as we know it.
A merged professional body would look
and feel very different to
the Institute and Faculty.
I know that there are
people reading this that
will be horrified at the
prospect of a merger,
or takeover, as it
may even be seen by
some. Others may
see the cost savings
and other benefits
achieved by a
merger as sensible.
We are
pleased
to have
managed
to gather
some
thoughts
from both
camps on
pages 12
and 13.
Turning
to the other
decision I
am faced
with this
month, my view
is that the Andrew
Smith ballot is
as critical as a
potential merger,
as it could result
in the rare event
of a member
becoming a
fellow by an
alternative
route other
than through

examination (all fellows were admitted
this way before there were exams). If this
happens, the Profession must be careful to
distinguish between this case and others and
ensure that it does not become anything
other than a once-in-a-generation occurrence.
I believe that the debate is on a matter
of principle rather than at a personal level.
Andrew has contributed an enormous
amount to the profession, including The
Actuary, and the Institute has stated that this
is a one-off case. I do, however, have two
concerns with the ballot process itself. One, if
a merger takes place, the result of this ballot
could affect current members of the Faculty
as well as the Institute. In light of this, I
would argue it unfair to exclude Faculty
members’ views on whether a student
should be elected to fellow without
completing the exams.
Secondly, I feel that the students’
perspective on this matter is crucial, as they
are the members who could quite possibly
end up in a similar position to Andrew and so
their thoughts on this may have a different
slant to current fellows. It is regrettable,
therefore, that no steps were taken to find
out the students’ view.
By the time that this edition of the magazine
is distributed, the deadline for returning proxy
voting forms in respect of Andrew will have
passed. The timing of the vote announcement
and deadline is unfortunate as there has been
no opportunity for the magazine to host a
debate on the matter.
This is disappointing as The Actuary is one
of the key methods by which members of the
Profession can express and share their views.
If you couldn’t vote but felt that your view
should have been taken into account, I would
urge you to let the Profession know as soon
as possible.

New team members
The editorial team is expanding and I am
delighted to announce that Amy Guna of
Grant Thornton will be joining us next
month as social editor, and Matthew Fewster
from JP Morgan and Finn Clawson from
Hewitt Associates will be taking on the
Arts page. If you have any comments or
suggestions for either of these sections, please
let me know.
Margaret de Valois
Editor
editor@the-actuary.org.uk
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Comment

Caroline Instance

Caroline Instance, chief executive of The Actuarial Profession,
outlines the organisational changes to the Profession’s structure

In support of actuaries

A

new era starts on 1 March 2008,
when the Profession’s structure
changes to reflect the needs of its
members, and to continue the
delivery of the support and services each of you
requires as you journey along your career path.
For the past 18 months, volunteers and staff
have been working together on seven work
streams to deliver the Profession’s strategy: to
support actuaries throughout their careers. The
catalysts for the strategy may have come partly
from the Morris Review and the subsequent
passing of responsibility for developing
actuarial technical standards to the Board for
Actuarial Standards, but I am sure you would
agree with me that the Profession was also
ready for change and a new direction.
The new structure separates the functions
of the Profession into two areas (professional
community and professional administration)
and creates a level of autonomy and
empowerment to the groups and people
actively engaged in developing the Profession.
This article will give you some detail on a
particular change related to the professional
community area. Future articles in The Actuary
will cover other areas of change.

Member interest groups
Within the professional community area we
have created an environment where member
interest groups can flourish. These groups are
designed to operate autonomously, evolving
‘bottom up’ from members wishing to make
contact or to work with others who share a
similar interest. Some of the current practice
areas already have groups which will become
member interest groups and we expect this list
to grow. The regional societies are currently
actively considering whether to become
member interest groups.
A member interest group is a group of
members that has a focus or area of interest that
links them. For example, it could be a particular
and narrow aspect of practice; a cross-practice
topic such as climate change; or a geographical
link such as all working in a particular regional
area. The interest group must be open to all
members of the Profession to join: it is not
a working group or committee with a closed
membership set up by an executive committee to
fulfil a specific purpose. The interest group does
not report (in a governance sense) to any other
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body within the Profession, and it determines its
own organisation.
Each interest group will be expected to
agree to some provisions and, in return, can
expect a level of support from the Profession.
The support available will be overseen by the
member support executive committee — to
ensure there is an appropriate use of resources
and to avoid any duplication of activity
by different interest groups. Inevitably the
support given by different interest groups will
vary depending on the activity but is likely
to include the use of meeting rooms in the
Profession’s premises, use (through the staff)
of the Profession’s databases, or a section on
the Profession’s website. Other discretionary

■ Professional regulation: Richard Maconachie
■ People matters: Val Timlin.
Peter Dingwall will be retiring from fulltime work and will work part-time as project
manager, reporting to the chief executive. He
will also support the international committee.
Many staff have been through a reappointment exercise as a number of new jobs
have been created, some responsibilities have
been changed and work has been re-allocated
across divisions. The main changes have
been the creation of event management as a
division, the grouping together of IT, facilities
and finance as the core services division, the
communications division taking responsibility
for the website and support to the public
affairs advisory
committee, and the
learning division
taking responsibility
for libraries and
information
management.
Support to the practice area executive
committees, which replace the practice boards, is
also overseen by the member support executive
committee. The practice manager working with
each practice area executive committee will be
the initial point of contact for members and will
provide a link into the other areas of staff support
as appropriate. The practice area executive
committees and practice managers are:
■ Enterprise risk management: Mark Symons
■ Finance and investment: Pat Rustem
■ General insurance: Peter Stirling
■ Health and care: Pauline Simpson
■ Life: Pauline Simpson
■ Pensions: vacancy created by Maria
Singleton’s promotion.
We have also set up a small number of focused
staff teams to progress work for, and make
recommendations to, the corresponding
volunteer bodies. For example, the staff CPD and
member-led research group will feed in to the
member support executive committee and the
staff professional regulation group will feed in to
the professional regulation executive committee.
The success of any organisation is dependent
on its ability to adapt and evolve. I am confident
that the changes we have put in place will build
on the knowledge, experience and expertise of
our staff and volunteers; and deliver the success
we all want for our Profession.

» The success of any organisation
is dependent on its ability
to adapt and evolve «
support for interest groups could include access
to the communications division for help in
producing a report or publication, holding a
discussion meeting facilitated by staff support,
or setting up a discussion forum on the website.
Groups are expected to provide their own
intellectual capital and drive forward their own
agendas, and it is important that they act in a
manner to protect the Profession’s reputation.
The work and activity of any group is likely to
be seen by the media and others outside the
Profession as ‘representative’ of the Profession.
If you would like to join a current member
interest group, please log in to the members’
section of the website and update the ‘Your
profile’ section. For more information, please
e-mail audrey.cosens@actuaries.org.uk.

Staff structure
The staff structure has been reorganised to
better support the new volunteer structure and
ensure effective delivery of the new strategy.
With effect from 1 March, the following heads
of division will report to me as chief executive:
■ Communications: Freya Rodger
■ Core services: Pauline Hargraves
■ Event management: Sunita Dhawan
■ Learning: Trevor Watkins
■ Professional community support:
Maria Singleton

www.the-actuary.org.uk
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Letters

Your view

Letters to the editor
In which readers express their views on fashion no-nos,
commission woes and fertility windows

Letter of the month
Risk must be managed
The invitation to submit thoughts on ‘the end of risk management’ (Jan/Feb 2008, p23) could
hardly be ignored following my last letter (Actuaries’ need for investment strategy, December
2007). Not wishing to labour the point, I stressed that risk management could only be applied
with due consideration of economic/market circumstances.
Indeed, I fear that the term ‘risk management’ in the hands of many actuaries leads
them into mathematics, asset/liability modelling and obscure derivative theories. A full
understanding of the potential risks (and rewards with equities) is needed at all times, which
is often more subjective than hypothetical mathematical theory. To quote examples:
1 The ignored consequences of falling interest rates and increasing longevity —
coupled with inadequate reserving for guaranteed annuity rates — caused the collapse of
Equitable Life.
2 The strange assumption that aggregating sub-prime mortgages in the US, and selling such
mortgage packages, somehow reduced the risks followed by the subsequent contagion of the
credit crunch.
3 Northern Rock seemed to forget that its business was borrowing short and lending long.
Rather than relying on loyal retail deposits, short wholesale funding dried up in the money
market with inevitable consequences.
4 Competition among banks and building societies led to collateral debt obligations, and
structured financial instruments with reduced collateral backing exacerbated these situations.
5 The removal of cheap finance has caused large losses in several major hedge funds. Many
try to develop parallel switches from A to B, like contracts for difference, but the prospect of
major gains in single transactions of selling short or buying increases risks dramatically.
6 The UK has not provided the only example of rogue traders causing major calamities
(comparable with some hedge funds’ performance). Independent and continuous auditing
is vital.
In summary, risk must be managed but it is not primarily a mathematical problem. It is
an organisational, management challenge with the need for an awareness of the possible
consequences of one’s decisions. Experience, flair and common sense are particularly
important in selecting business models and investment strategy.
Kent Sandom
30 January 2008

The writer of the Letter of the month receives a
Venecia fountain pen kindly supplied by HBOS

12 hours to save the universe
In response to Angus Sibley (Letters, Jan/Feb
2008), anyone who ever had a biology lesson
should know that the human female is among
the most infertile of mammals. She is fertile for
only about 4% of her lifetime. Some experts
argue there is only a 12-hour ‘window’ in the
monthly cycle when conception is possible and
even then the probability is in the order of 40%
(a wonder any of us made it here at all).
Logic has it, therefore, that conception may
be avoided if the fertile times can be identified
and the ‘marriage act’ is abstained from during
those times. To coin a phrase from an old TV
show, ‘we have the technology’. It is known as
natural fertility regulation (NFR) and is in fact
the most effective family planning method of
all (the term ‘rhythm method’ is old hat).
NFR has no associated health risks,
abortifacients or unpleasant side effects and
certainly isn’t ‘rocket science’ — the late
Mother Teresa used to teach it to illiterate
women in the slums of Calcutta.
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The unprecedented fall in fertility rates that
began in post-war Europe has, in the decades
since, spread to every corner of the globe,
including Latin America. Recent UN forecasts
indicate that the world’s human population
will continue to creep up until about the year
2040, peaking at around 7.6 billion people. It
will then begin to shrink.
Many nations, especially in Europe, are
already in a death spiral, losing a significant
number of people each year. Persistently low
birth-rates have serious economic, social and
political consequences.
The only future a nation has is its children
and any nation where the indigenous people
are not having children will, inevitably,
become populated by people and races that are.

Patrick McKay
1 February 2008

Bankruptcy costs more
Hiten Nandha’s article was an excellent
summary of the state of play with Modigliani
and Miller (‘Fifty years and counting’, Jan/Feb
2008, p39). One issue, however, that I still feel
is underplayed in qualifying the equivalence
of equity and debt financing, is that of
bankruptcy risk.
The original theory’s assumption of zero
bankruptcy cost was clearly unrealistic in the
extreme but even the 5% quoted in the article
seems to me to be a serious underestimate,
particularly in jurisdictions which, unlike
the US, do not make it easy for a company to
continue trading towards workout under legal
protection from creditors.
My characterisation of the situation in
the event of severe financial stress would be
that it is embarrassing for an equity-financed
company, but prone to prove disastrous for
a debt-financed one. This risk should be
considered a substantial offset to the case
for taking advantage of the tax deductability
of debt interest by ramping up gearing,
especially for cyclical businesses.

With regard to ‘overpopulation’, we need
to ignore the spin-meisters and concentrate
instead on facts.
Like many other ‘baby boomers’, I lived
through the unprecedented doubling of the
global population in the second half of the
20th century. Never before in human history
had our numbers increased so far, so fast:
from three billion in 1960 to six billion in
2000. But our numbers didn’t double because
John Bishop
we suddenly started breeding like rabbits.
31 January 2008
They doubled because we
were no longer dying like
flies. Fertility was falling
throughout this era, from
“I” stands for infrastructure. This year, we’re strengthening ours.
an average of six children
For both people and systems. And it means we have a whole slew
per female in 1960 to only
of exciting opportunities on offer. Find out more by emailing
2.6 by 2002.
actuaryopportunities@hbosplc.com
On the fantasy island
of overpopulation, human
numbers are always
Sponsored by
exploding, but a closer look
Equal opportunities for all - our policy is as simple as that.
reveals a different picture.

Letter of the month - “I”
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Your view

Commission omission

Image problem

How could our profession ignore the questions
of charges and commission-driven sales when
responding to the Financial Services Authority’s
review of retail distribution? The FSA’s
discussion paper sets out to achieve a fair deal
from the financial services industry and clearly
describes the problems in the way. Prominence

May I suggest we try to reduce, or even
eliminate, articles that discuss and emphasise
the actuary caricature such as the ‘rotating
underwear’ debate (Letters, Jan/Feb 2008).
Perhaps the magazine needs to form
part of a more ‘strategic’ effort to promote
actuaries as both professionals and as
commercially minded
business people that are
engaged in matters of
significance?
There is a need and
opportunity for actuaries
across Europe to
position more strongly
the role of the actuary
in many areas ranging from risk and capital
management to customer-facing areas such as
product design and portfolio management.
Such positioning needs to be supported
by a strong image, and I would discourage
‘nerdy’ or ‘quirky’ articles that reinforce
stereotypical views.

» Was there really nothing the

Profession could say about the
commission-led system that pushes
people into high-charging products?

is given to complex charging structures,
remuneration-driven sales by so-called advisers
and the fact that those giving advice can do so
with little training and testing.
The Profession’s response claims to focus
specifically on the potential impact on
consumers. However, it makes no reference
to the above issues and concentrates on the
need for event-driven advice, saying that the
regulated advice model centres around looking
at all areas of financial need. The present
set-up, it says, is a counsel of perfection often
unavailable or unaffordable.
These are, indeed, valid points but was there
really nothing the Profession could say about the
commission-led system that pushes people into
high-charging products, when true independent
advice would send them in a very different
direction? Once clients get into the hands of an
IFA or provider-salesman, they are unlikely to
be pointed towards a non-commission-paying
product such as National Savings, a cash ISA or
an investment trust. Instead they find themselves
in such things as unit trusts whose typical
charges reduce the accumulated fund by 30%
over a 20-year period.
To conclude on a happier note, readers will
find more robust submissions to both the Retail
Distribution Review and the Thoresen Review on
the website of the UK Shareholders’ Association
www.uksa.org.uk with positive suggestions to
address these issues. At which point I must
confess to having played a significant role in the
drafting of those responses!

Roy B. Colbran
13 January 2008

Your letters
The editorial team welcomes
readers’ letters but reserves the right
to edit them for publication. Please
e-mail letters@the-actuary.org.uk
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Steve Wilson
31 January 2008

Petronas pride
I just want to say thanks for publishing the
article about Takaful Insurance (Jan/Feb
2008, p40). When I was flipping through the
magazine, I was so proud to see the picture
of the Petronas Twin Towers. The article also
provided me with some background knowledge
for an Islamic Banking and Insurance forum
that I am attending at Imperial College.
On another matter — as a first year student
in actuarial science, some of the sections are
relatively technical to me. Would it be possible
to have a section about students looking to
pursue a career as an actuary? This could
include explanations of some basic facts/
theories (like how a pension fund works), some
real-life case studies (application of actuarialrelated theories), and hints and tips about job
applications and careers. Keep up the good
work with the magazine and the new website.

Leong Hoo
31 January 2008
The editor replies: Thanks for your comments,
Leong. The magazine website www.the-actuary.
org.uk contains an archive of features on various
topics that may prove helpful. An online Career
Clinic section is also in development which is
intended to act as a source of peer advice.
I would also draw your attention to the feature by
Johan Strydom in this issue on the development of the
online encyclopedia, ActuarialWiki.org. See page 31.

A selection of comments on the
new-look magazine and website
May I suggest that on the people moves
page (Jan/Feb 2008, p50), it is the
individuals that are highlighted in bold,
rather than the companies? It would make
it much easier to scan for familiar names.

Don Shore
The editor replies: We agree. You can find the
new style on page 48.
Just thought I’d let you know I appreciate the
new matt paper you’re printing The Actuary on
— so much easier to read without reflection
from the lights. Wish all the other magazines I
subscribe to would go the same way.

Pauline Armitage
Congratulations on the new website. Just one
suggestion — for the news section, it would
be nice to see a short precis of each story to
save clicking on each one.

Ron Engelbert
The editor replies: Thanks Ron — this has
now been introduced.
I really like this new format. Well done. It is
an excellent new service to FIAs abroad.

Ian Markham
I’m not impressed by the new style. The
magazine is reminiscent of an airline magazine
and that’s not an image that I want to see
our profession projecting. I have to conceal it
behind a girlie mag when I’m reading it.

Steve Mills
I love it! It’s a great improvement.

Malcolm Jewell
Thanks for the e-mail alert sent via the
Actuarial Profession. It prompted me to have a
look at your website and I was impressed. Keep
up the good work. E-mail alerts are great.

Maria van Beek
I generally don’t pay much attention to the
goings-on of the Profession, as my work is
governed by the South African Financial
Services Board. However, I am a voracious
sudoku player (as is my managing director),
and your online sudoku development leaves
us feeling far more actuarial than we have in
a long time! Congratulations on taking the
Profession even deeper into the electronic age.

Alastair John Sellick
Congratulations on the new magazine, it
looks really good and is a real move forward
for the profession.

Bruce Porteous

2008 March
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Soapbox

Lawrence Gosling

Lawrence Gosling believes that football-style
predictions have no place in the investment world

A funny old game
Lawrence Gosling is
the founding editor of
Investment Week. These
opinions are his own
and do not necessarily
reflect the opinions of
The Actuary

I

n one of its final editions of last year the
Financial Times described 2008 as a ‘great
challenge’ for New Star Asset Management
and its chairman John Duffield.
If you hadn’t read the article in the FT’s
pink pages you might have been forgiven for
thinking it suited the sports pages of a tabloid
newspaper. After a recent research note from
UBS about the outlook for New Star, the FT felt
vindicated to have another go at the story, as
did other publications.
The ‘great challenge’ facing Mr Duffield
amounts to the fact the group’s share price is
not as high as it once was — apparently it has
halved from its peak. It’s the same challenge
that Kevin Keegan faces to turn Newcastle into
a top team or for Rafa Benitez and Liverpool to
win the Premiership.
The last time I saw
Mr Duffield he showed
nothing like the stress
of Keegan and Benitez,
which could have been
forgiven considering the
redemptions on property
funds and indifferent
performance on others.
Thankfully Mr Duffield is not behaving
like a Premiership manager but it seems
the investment industry is treating fund
performance in the same way we do football.
Fund management might be a funny old
game, but reducing it to pure punditry does no
one any good — investors, financial advisers
and even the fund managers themselves.
It’s like the useless statistic that said Fulham
was the team that has thrown away the most
points in the second half of matches. If it
hadn’t, it would be in the top eight by now,
rather than near the bottom.
This is no consolation if you’re a Fulham
supporter. If Fulham was a fund, no doubt
Mohammed Al Fayed would use these statistics
to prove to his unit holders how well the Fulham
fund had done, over a 45-minute time period.
The investment industry creates more

» The investment industry creates

more benchmarks, more time periods
and more ways of rating funds every
year but who does it serve?

«

benchmarks, more time periods and more
ways of rating funds every year but who does
it serve? Quite frankly it doesn’t help the
most important person in the chain — the
end investor — whose goal should be simply
to generate a better return from a fund, after
charges, than they can get from cash, such as a
30-day bank deposit account.
The discussion doesn’t need to be any
more complicated than that. We’ve all met
the punter who claims to have invested in the
North Korean Smaller Companies fund that is
up 697% in the last 12 months, just as we’ve
all met the bloke who has the first four in the
Grand National every year. It’s that time of the
year when the investment pundits are invited
out to make their annual predictions.
Some fund managers are still brave enough to
put their necks on the line and guess where the
FTSE might finish 2008 or even have a go at what
the price of gold or oil might be.
I say guess, because it clearly is a guess. You
can only make so much informed speculation
about topics like this. We all know the
factors that affect these figures but in what
combination these factors work is anyone’s
guess, and invariably a couple of new ones crop
up each year.
Did anyone really predict last year’s credit
crunch? A few people hinted at it but no-one
was bold enough, or even stupid enough, to
call it to the extent it turned out, and arguably
we are going to be talking about it for at least
the rest of this year.
What is clear from last year is that the
simple out-performance of the UK mid-cap
sector over the FTSE large caps ended. 2007
was the first year since 2002 that this was the
case. It’s foolhardy to say any more than this
— maybe that prediction in itself is foolhardy.
Fund management is a simple game, let’s
keep it that way and educate investors to look
for a return better than cash after charges over
a number of years. Anything more is a bonus,
anything less is called risk. But that’s a whole
new set of stats.

Soapbox sponsored by
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Profession merger

The way forward
As the Councils of the Faculty and the Institute agree to put a merger proposal
to the membership, two groups of members present differing views

FOR
Ready for the future

D

o you want to be part of a Profession
that is seen as modern and dynamic, or
to be associated with failure?
The Profession’s strategic aim is
to support actuaries throughout their careers.
The objective is to increase the contribution
actuaries make and the value they add for
their employers and their clients. This is not
a matter of narrow self-interest but rather a
desire to ensure that actuaries can make the
fullest possible contribution to society, for the
benefit of all. As long as we have two separate
professional bodies we believe we make it
harder for us to achieve our strategic aim.
It used to be common to see references to
the Actuarial Profession that described it as
“small in numbers, but wielding influence out
of proportion to its size”. Such descriptions
are nowadays rare. It is more common for
actuaries to be referred to in somewhat
disparaging terms — “number crunchers” or
“backroom mathematicians”. In the popular
mind, if we are associated with anything at
all, it is with failure: mortgage endowment
shortfalls, pension scheme deficits, Equitable
Life. In the language of marketing, our brand
has become devalued. We are failing to attract
our share of the most able among the new
graduate population.

Does any of this matter?
It matters to us because we care about our
profession and want to see it recognised for
the unique contribution actuaries make
across many fields. However, it matters
much more if society is being deprived of
some of the contribution that actuaries
should be making because their potential is
not properly recognised.
Our brand is devalued, and there is
confusion about it in the media, among
opinion-formers and even among our own
members. We have three identities: the Faculty,
the Institute and the UK Actuarial Profession.
Merging the Faculty and the Institute will
create a new body with a single identity and
give added impetus to the changes needed to
put the new strategy into effect. It will give us
the opportunity to develop and present a fresh,
modern and clear view of the Profession both
externally and internally. It will enable us to
create an exciting brand that will help us to
attract the very best into our ranks.
The confusion about our brand contributes
to confusion about who exactly is commenting
on a particular issue, lessening the impact of
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what we want to say. A merger will create a
single, stronger and more powerful presence
and voice with which to engage with external
partners. This will bring considerable benefits
as we develop our public affairs responsibilities
and seek to influence legislators and others at
Westminster, Holyrood, Brussels and beyond.
A merger will help us clarify our messages and
the processes for delivering them.

Are you brave enough
to vote for change?
A merger will enable us to update public
perceptions of actuaries and to identify and
develop a new purpose, role and objective for
the new body. This will allow us to reposition
the new body as the public and professional
face of actuaries, to rekindle interest in
actuarial practice and to raise the profile of
actuaries and their contribution to business and
society. The very fact that we are undertaking
a merger (seen by many as long overdue) will
of itself indicate to the outside world that
actuaries are dynamic and positive — they
are looking to the future, embracing fresh
approaches and moving in new directions. It
will signal a real desire to change, when all too
often actuaries have been seen as backwardlooking and slow-moving.

be members.
When the time comes we urge you to vote
for the merger.

Share your views

» If you would like to share your views
on the proposed merger, please write to
letters@the-actuary.org.uk. The letters
page in the May edition of The Actuary will
mainly feature comment on this issue. The
deadline for inclusion is 28 March.
» For more information about the proposal,
please visit the Profession’s website www.
actuaries.org.uk

Will a merger bring other benefits?
Of course — there will be greater efficiency
in the governance of the Profession, and
there might even be some cost savings. Such
benefits could be realised through ever closer
co-operation between the Institute and
the Faculty, without the complication and
upheaval that a merger will undoubtedly entail.
But without a merger we will fail to realise the
full potential of our profession.
We have a unique opportunity, at a time
when we are driving forward our new strategy,
to make a dramatic change both to the image
and to the reality of our profession. If we fail
to grasp this opportunity our successors will
see us as having thrown away the chance to
build on the strengths of the Profession and
instead having allowed it to lose focus and lose
influence, to the detriment of those we serve.

The time is now
The time has come for us to move forward
together. In bringing about the merger we can
draw on what is best about each of the Faculty
and the Institute. This is not a takeover of one
body by another. There is no desire to throw
away 150 years of history and we can preserve
the best bits while taking the opportunity to
remove some of the clutter and bureaucracy.
We can create a single body that speaks with
one voice and of which we can all be proud to

www.the-actuary.org.uk
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Profession merger

AGAINST
No way back

T

he Faculty Task Force Report, 1
October 2007 (TFR 1) states: “We
have increasingly come to the view
that…merger is just one option in the
debate.” It is noticeable that none of the
options put forward included maintaining
the status quo, so presumably the Task Force
thinks that, notwithstanding the substantial
progress made over recent years, there is still
some way to go before “the management and
operation of the UK Actuarial Profession is as
if we were a single profession” (TFR 3.1). To

attain this purely tactical objective, however,
does not in our view require an end to the
separate existence of Faculty and Institute.
Nor, we feel sure, was the Task Force arguing
that it does.
In fact, the more we study TFR the
less we are able to identify any problem
with the status quo which only a merger
could solve. For instance, it can’t be the
subscription level, surely — the joint working
arrangements appear to be very efficient,
and the savings from running just the one
Council body must be marginal. Indeed
organising a merger could see significant
short-term increases in costs. A sight of the
business plan is needed.
TFR 3.3 suggests that ‘the profession’s
effectiveness with the UK media and other
opinion-formers would be enhanced if it would
present as a single body’. However, if the
outside world really is seriously confused by our
being two bodies then we must be appalling
communicators, and it would be absurd to
imagine that merger would turn us into good
ones. Of course, the Faculty and Institute
might not always have the same perspective
on every issue, but we think this is a strength,
not a weakness. Moreover, the UK environment
addressed by the Profession is not homogeneous,
as TFR 3.4 seems to indicate. So we do not
consider communications to be a problem
requiring a solution as drastic as merger.

Cultural differences

Faculty Task Force Report
Report,
» To view the Faculty Task Force Report

please visit:
www.actuaries.org.uk/ﬁles/pdf/members/
news/FacultyTaskForce_Report20071001.pdf

www.the-actuary.org.uk
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We do identify some differences of culture
between Faculty and Institute — in their
Councils’ respective Constitutions, for example,
and in the differential importance placed on
academic/professional/business characteristics,
but we believe this makes the UK Actuarial
Profession greater than the sum of its two parts.
A conceptual ‘drawing together’ framework
is set out in TFR 4. Our comments on the three
possible framework models (TFR 5) are that the
Profession in the UK would be qualitatively the
poorer if the Faculty disappeared into a merger,
with the loss of our older (superior?) Royal
Charter, and those we serve would suffer. The
costs of negotiating a new Royal Charter would
be heavy, if it could be done at all, and the new
structure more complicated to administer. The
contractual agreement is the best way forward
as, without burning any boats, it:
1 Awards increases in efficiency
2 ‘Makes continuation of Scottish sessional
meetings clearer’ (TFR 5.3)
3 ‘Maintains a vibrant and effective actuarial
presence in Scotland (through media
representation, links to academia, networking
etc.)’ (TFR 3.4)
4 Maintains flexibility to cope with any

News focus

changes in the national environments of
Faculty and Institute.

Beyond borders
TFR Appendix 1 gives relevant statistics: ‘35%
of active Faculty fellows are based in other
regions of the UK outside Scotland, 42% of
Faculty members live outside the UK, 61% live
outside Scotland, South African members form
53% of members outside the UK and there are
more Faculty students in South Africa than in
Scotland’. The figures point to the dignity and
spread of influence over time of the Faculty
beyond the national frontier, and also to our
traditions as ‘custodians of 150 years of history
and the possessors of a Royal Charter’ (TFR
2.4). The reservation of a vice-presidential
seat on Council for an overseas member and
the increased services to be given to overseas
members recognise this.
Such considerations, we believe, validly
underwrite the ‘emotional investment some
members have made in the Faculty’ (TFR
Appendix 1), which those who belong to
what might be called the ‘Arbroath Tendency’
will also attach to the importance of the
Faculty remaining a distinctively Scottish
professional body.
Some presumption is evident in TFR Appendix
3: ‘The majority of the wider membership expects
merger to happen and will believe its leadership
to be out of touch if they continue to deliberate
on the issue.’ Do they indeed! We consider it
premature for anyone to speak at this stage as
if merger is a fait accompli, and we believe that
more than a simple majority of Faculty votes is
needed to endorse such a momentous step as the
dissolution of the Faculty.

Professional ethic
The most important factor relating to merger,
in our view, is the maintenance of the Faculty’s
professional ethic. We hold that the twin pillars
of any profession are the judgement and integrity
of its members, who should never sublimate their
judgement to that of any external influence.
As long as they act with integrity they should
always be able to rely on support from their
‘brethren’. The need to serve the common good
by high professional competence and principled
standards of behaviour overrides commercial
considerations. The safest way to preserve this
ethic, from among the models put forward in
TFR, is the contractual agreement.
We would finish by saying that the UK
Profession itself has twin pillars, and is the
stronger for it. The TFR does not, in our view,
advance a single compelling reason to knock
one of them down.
“If we merge with the Institute … there will
be no way back.” (TFR 2.4)
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All change for
Profession’s
new website

Fresh, clean design
with more images

The Profession’s new-look website is due to
go live in early March. The website address
remains the same, www.actuaries.org.uk, but
if you have bookmarked any pages, you may
need to save these again as new bookmarks.
The changes to the website reﬂect how the
Profession provides support and services to
members throughout their careers.
Presentations to demonstrate the new site
will take place at meetings and events in
England and Scotland. Please visit the website
for more details.
If you have any comments about the newlook website or need help ﬁnding information,
please contact Fiona McNeil on +44 (0)1865
268208 or ﬁona.mcneil@actuaries.org.uk

Three-column page
layout for easier onscreen reading

Revised navigation to
make content easier
to ﬁnd

Screen-reader access
for blind or partiallysighted users
Improved
search
function

Improved format for online Actuarial Directory
An electronic version of the Actuarial Directory
has been launched on the Profession’s website
to replace the printed version.
The online version went live on 1 February
at wam.actuaries.org.uk/wam/membersdirectory.
exe and contains the details of every member
and student member of the Profession. Only
members and students are able to access the
Directory, which will allow them to look up
contact details and qualifications.
Cath Bryson, the Profession’s membership
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and certificates manager, who headed up the
project to launch the online version, said:
“We’ve tried to address a number of problems
with the old Directory, such as the inability
to control access to the material once it was
despatched and in the public domain. The
online version will also accommodate changes
made during the year so it’s important that
members keep their details up to date. Feedback
from members and staff who’ve been involved
with the project has been really positive.”

The project was instigated in March 2007
after discussions at the Membership Committee
revealed that only around 25% of members
requested a printed copy of the Directory.
An online version provides cost savings and
ensures that information is current.
A separate version of the Directory will also
be produced to give non-members the ability to
check names, status and Practising Certificates.
This version of the Directory will not reveal
members’ phone numbers or addresses.

www.the-actuary.org.uk
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BAS appoints interim director

News in brief

Harold Clarke FIA has been appointed to act as the interim director
for the Board for Actuarial Standards, following the departure of Nigel
Bankhead at the end of 2007.
Harold qualified as a fellow in 1975 and retired in 2005 as an
actuarial partner at Deloitte Touche. Since 1986 he has worked as a
consultant in general insurance, with an extensive client list in the
UK and Continental Europe. He has specialised in the review of claims
reserves, and the valuation of insurance companies, often in the
context of a mergers and acquisitions transaction.
He is an existing member of the Board and is also a nonexecutive director of the Medical Defence Union and Equity
Syndicate Management.

Andrew Smith decision
The outcome of the ballot on the
election of Andrew Smith as a fellow of
the Institute was due to be announced
at the Institute Council meeting on 25
February. For more details, please visit
www.actuaries.org.uk

Directory updates
Harold Clarke

New consultation for Actuaries’ Code
The consultation period for the Actuaries’ Code
and supporting Actuarial Profession Standards,
produced by the Professional Affairs Board,
came to a close on 4 January 2008. In all,
35 respondents contributed but by far the
most critical respondent was the Professional
Oversight Board, which chose to publish a
letter on its website.
The Professional Affairs Board recognises
that this second round of consultation brought
forward some fresh ideas, many taking an
opposite view to feedback received in the first
exercise, and it recognises that the Professional
Oversight Board’s contribution does contain
some valid and useful comments. There remain
some significant areas of apparent divergence
between the two but the Professional Affairs

Board expects these issues can be resolved.
Taken alongside some of the feedback from
other respondents, however, the Board has
accepted that it would be sensible to rework the
wording of some of the principles and indeed
some of the presentation.
With that in mind, the Professional Affairs
Board has arranged meetings with the
Professional Oversight Board both at board
and executive level to take the Code forward.
The Professional Affairs Board anticipates
that there may be some significant changes
in wording and to that end it will arrange
another consultation process, including
meetings in Edinburgh and London. This will
inevitably push the implementation period
back towards autumn this year.

Consultation meetings to take place in
Edinburgh and London.

Update 12 to the Professional Standards
Directory was issued on 31 January.
The Directory is designed to permit
members and others to access the
current BAS standards together with
the current version of the Actuarial
Profession Standards. The Directory
can be found at www.actuaries.org.
uk/regulation/standards_compliance/
professional_standards_directory

BAS standards
The Board for Actuarial Standards (BAS) is
responsible for producing technical actuarial
standards and the Actuarial Profession
is responsible for implementing those
standards. Each body is responsible for the
content on its own website. The BAS has
advised that some amendments to reflect
changes in underlying regulation have been
made to:
n GN09: Funding Defined Benefits
— Presentation of Actuarial Advice
The revised Version 8.1 can be found
at: www.frc.org.uk/documents/
pagemanager/bas/GN9.pdf
n GN11: Retirement Benefit Schemes
— Transfer Values
The revised Version 9.3 can be found
at: www.frc.org.uk/documents/
pagemanager/bas/GN11.pdf
n GN22: Disclosure — Financial Services
Authority Rules
The revised Version 3.0 can be found
at: www.frc.org.uk/documents/
pagemanager/btas/GN22.pdf

Alvaro Prieto

The revised Guidance Notes came into
effect on 1 February. As indicated in May
2006, the Profession has ceased sending
members copies of new or amended
guidance in hard copy.

Variable annuities sessional meetings announced
Variable Annuities is the subject of the Faculty
Sessional Meeting on 17 March. The paper
(by MC Ledlie, DP Corry, GJ Finkelstein, AJ
Ritchie, K Su and CDE Wilson) provides a
detailed overview of variable annuities and the
market in the UK and overseas. It considers the
definition of variable annuity and introduces
common terminology used in the variable
annuity market. It also covers the current state
of the UK and other international markets and,
by reference to a simplified product, presents

www.the-actuary.org.uk
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an analysis of customer outcomes, pricing,
reserving, risk management and hedging. The
paper ends with a description of current UK
pensions legislation and how it potentially
constrains product development.
The meeting will be held at 5pm (tea from
4.30pm) at The Royal College of Physicians,
9 Queen Street, Edinburgh. This paper will also
be presented at the Institute Sessional Meeting
on 31 March at 5pm at Staple Inn Hall, High
Holborn, London.

Using Strategic Concepts
This is a one-day workshop to help
sharpen your strategic thinking skills.
Designed for the Profession by Imparta,
it will appeal to qualified actuaries
involved in strategic discussions and
decisions within their employer or
client companies. Places are limited
to 20 per date. Workshops will run at
Staple Inn on Tuesday 8 July, Monday
29 September and Monday 8 December.
For more details, please visit wam.
actuaries.org.uk/wam/ConfBooking.exe
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News in brief

Faculty of Actuaries welcomes new fellows

Legal Principles:
What Can Go Wrong?

Stewart Ritchie, president of the Faculty of
Actuaries, welcomed new fellows to the
Faculty at a ceremony on 4 February at
Maclaurin House in Edinburgh. Hailing from the
UK, Ireland and India, the 28 men and women
celebrated becoming fully qualiﬁed actuaries.
Stewart told them: “You are joining a
profession. That means that you must

This interactive one-day workshop will
help you develop your knowledge and
understanding of legal principles that
can impact your actuarial work. Designed
for the Profession by the College of Law
it will appeal to actuaries looking for
an insight into legal matters that affect
their work. Places are limited to 20 per
date. For more details, please visit wam.
actuaries.org.uk/wam/ConfBooking.exe

consider your responsibility to the public.
You will fulﬁl that responsibility if you keep
your knowledge up to date, you do your
best and act in good faith with everyone
you deal with.
“The Faculty’s motto is ‘ad ﬁnem ﬁdelis’
— faithful to the end. If you obey this motto
you will not go far wrong.”

Get networking
Risk management will be the theme
of a networking evening organised
by the Finance, Investment and Risk
Management practice area. Marcelo Cruz,
formerly of Lehman Brothers in New
York, will speak about his new role as
chief risk ofﬁcer at Aviva, and Colin Ledlie,
chief risk ofﬁcer at Standard Life and
previously appointed actuary, will speak
about his experiences and the challenges
of a move from a traditional actuarial
role to the risk management function.
The networking evening is on 12 May at
Staple Inn Hall. For more details, please
contact Mark Symons on +44 (0)20 7632
2133 or mark.symons@actuaries.org.uk

Private Medical Insurance
The Health and Care Reserving Working
Party will be presenting the results of
a Private Medical Insurance reserving
survey on 17 April at Staple Inn. For
more information or to book a place,
please contact Neil Hilary on +44 (0)1865
268241 or neil.hilary@actuaries.org.uk

ILC-UK and Actuarial Profession
joint seminar
If you missed last November’s talk and
panel discussion on Successful Ageing
and Social Interaction — A Policy Brief by
Emily Grundy, Astrid Fletcher, Sarah Smith
and Donna Lamping (London School of
Hygiene & Tropical Medicine), you can
now download a summary from the ILC’s
website at www.ilcuk.org.uk/ﬁles/pdf_
pdf_43.pdf
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Faculty president Stewart Ritchie, front row, centre, with the new fellows.

Dinner is served at the Natural History Museum
The Institute of Actuaries’ Biennial Dinner takes place in the Great Hall of the Natural History
Museum on 29 April. The flagship social event of the English actuarial calendar, the dinner is an
ideal opportunity for members to socialise with clients in a relaxed setting and/or treat their staff
to a prestigious night out. Spouses/partners are welcome to attend. Tables of eight are available
at £985 plus VAT. Single tickets are available at £125 plus VAT. For more details, or to discuss
discount or sponsorship arrangements, please contact Andrea Tsarbos on +44 (0)20 7632 1451 or
andrea.tsarbos@actuaries.org.uk. To book, please visit www.actuaries.org.uk

Nick Dumbreck,
president of
the Institute of
Actuaries, right,
presents Paul
Lucas with the
International
Underwriting
Association
General Insurance
Fellowship
prize for his
performance in
the April 2007
examination diet.

Social board changes
With the Profession’s new structure taking effect from 1 March, the work and responsibilities of
the social board are also changing. The health and care committee becomes the health and care
executive practice committee, a free-standing body representing actuarial work in health and care
alongside the other practice committees. This will be chaired by Sue Elliott, with Bill Baker as
deputy chairman. The pandemics working party becomes a sub-committee.
As with other practice areas, some of the other committees and groups that previously
reported to the social board will become member interest groups — this includes the ageing
population group, damages working party, environmental research group and the financial
consumer support committee. They will contribute to the Profession’s public interest and
external affairs programme.
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News from Finance, Investment and Risk Management

Annual Conference programme announced
This year’s Annual Conference offers an
exciting and varied programme. The keynote
speakers are Eddie Truell, of the Pension
Corporation, who will be discussing Modern
Approaches to Financing Pension Commitments,
and Martin Weale, of the National Institute of
Economic and Social Research, who will deliver
a speech on Annuities and Aggregate Mortality
Risk: Mountains out of Molehills?
Subjects for the plenaries and break-outs
include:
n How Valuable is Liquidity?
Paul Stanworth
n Taking Account of Liquidity in Valuation
Seamus Creedon
n How Much of Hedge Fund Returns are
Market-related?
Robert Howie and Dr Lars Jaeger
n Influences of Regulation on Structure and
Extent of Property Investment
Simon Jones
n Ancillary and Residual Risks in VAs
James Maher
n Coping with Extreme Events: Using 		
Copulas and other Co-movement Analysis
Tools in Investment Management and Risk
Management
Malcolm Kemp

Eddie Truell, left, and Martin Weale are the keynote
speakers at this year’s Annual Conference.
n DB Pension Scheme Planning and
Long-term Inflation
Jon Spain
n What do Ratings Really Mean for Investment?
Richard Hunter
n Controlling the Growth of Your Hedge
Stuart Jarvis
n Longevity Hedging
Lukas Steyn
n Swaps and Swaptions
Viktor Mirkin
n Asset Liability Management — Optimisation
in Finite Time
Adrian Lawrence
n Commodities: A Strategic Asset Allocation?
John McManus

n The Market Value of Pension Liabilities
David Cule
n Complexity Economics — Application and
Relevance to Actuarial Work
Andrew Slater and Nick Silver
n Tests for Investment Risks —
Model Assumptions
Ralph Frankland and Andrew Smith
n Classification of Investors as Providers
of Capital
Cormac Bradley
n GIRO Securitisation of P&C Insurance
Working Party Update
Graham Fulcher
n Life Securitisation – Learning from the
US and the Property and Casualty Sectors
Michael Eakins.
Academic contributions include Economic
Capital Models for Basel II, Pillar II by
Alexander McNeil. Updates on current
research include presentations on Liquidity
Risk and the Credit Crunch by William
Perraudin, Imperial, Tanaka Business School
and Risk Management Laboratory, and
Catastrophe Risk Financing under Changes
in Hurricane Activity by Andreas Milidonis,
Centre for the Analysis of Investment Risk,
Manchester Business School.
The conference will take place from 15-17
June at the Hilton Deansgate, Manchester. For
more details or to book a place, please visit
wam.actuaries.org.uk/wam/ConfBooking.exe

ERM web seminar review

2008: A risk management odyssey
On 16 January, some 1600 actuaries from 47 countries took part in a
global web seminar on Enterprise Risk Management (ERM). The web
seminar was designed to promote “awareness of a global actuarial
community” by “allowing people to share emerging and new risk
management practices across different geographical regions”.
The event was initiated by the International Network of Actuarial
Risk Managers (INARM). In July last year, INARM approached the
Risk Management Special Interest Group (RMSIG) of the Profession’s
Finance, Investment and Risk Management Board to organise the
European strand of the day. A small band of volunteers (Mark Symons,
Patrizia Ambrosio, Nikos Katrakis and Jules Constantinou) made up the
European team.
The web seminar comprised a pre-recorded session to introduce the
topic of risk management, and practitioner-led live sessions focusing
on specific regions: Australia and East Asia, Europe, and America.
Three challenges were faced:
n Finding a speaking panel to provide high quality, Europe-focused
ERM best practice
n Getting the actuarial community excited about taking part in
the event
n Ensuring that the whole package delivered worthwhile CPD.
Feedback is still being collated but the responses to date have been
overwhelmingly positive. Many participants emphasised the versatility
of the web seminar, its use as a “convenient, economical and truly
global method” of learning and the value of “hearing what other real
companies are doing rather than just hypothetical implementations”.
One respondent suggested that this form of communication could be
“the future of CPD”.
The European strand comprised four parts:
1 Stakeholder’s views Paul Brenchley specified ERM as an holistic
process which results in a framework responsive to the firm’s profile
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that regularly incorporates new risks and information. Keith Bevan
explained that ERM is a key part of the rating process. Finally, William
Allen was critical of current risk frameworks, citing the failure of firms
to foresee recent events through their ERM platforms.
2 Embedding ERM in the DNA of the enterprise Alister Esam started
off the session by outlining how important the role of IT is in the
management of risk information. Roger Dix and David Dullaway
focused on risk-based pricing and the potential benefits of diversifying
risk across different business units. Lukas Ziewer covered the need
for a clear and robust process to manage the sheer volume of risk
information that enterprises are faced with.
3 Economic capital This session focused on the definition of
economic capital, current practices regarding the calculation
and management of capital through allocation, and reinsurance.
Bernhard Bergman questioned the relevance of economic capital
to firms today. Colin Wilson discussed the challenges of using
economic scenario generators within the modelling. Steven
Vanduffel talked about capital modelling focusing on current
practices. Eric Paire and Eddy Vanbeneden rounded off the session
with a discussion on the management of capital through the use of
reinsurance and allocation to various parts of the business.
4 Risk control hot topics. In the final session Neil Allan and Neil Cantle
discussed the management of strategic risks. Nick Silver looked at the
challenge faced by insurers of managing climate change risk. Malcolm
Kemp gave a very timely presentation on current issues in investment
risk. Finally, Shaun Matisonn argued that prevention is the most
effective way of managing the rising costs of ill-health.
The day was a resounding success — demonstrated by the number of
people who took part and the level of feedback after the event. Thanks
go to the presenters, the moderators (Nikos Katrakis, Iain Brown, Alessa
Quane and Steve Nuttal), Mark Symons, Patrizia Ambrosio and all the
attendees who took the chance to try something new.
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Planet Earth, we have a problem
“If we go beyond the point where
human intervention can no longer
stabilise the system, then we
precipitate unstoppable runaway
climate change. That would set
in motion a major extinction
event comparable to the five other
extinction crises that the earth has
previously experienced.”
It was with these words that
leading scientist David Wasdell
explained to a shocked audience at
a recent talk the considerable risk
that gradual global warming may be
acting as a catalyst and multiplier
of positive feedbacks in the system
governing climate, which could
lead to runaway climate change.
In the view of Wasdell and other
distinguished scientists, supported by the All Party Climate Change Group,
only a very few years’ window of opportunity exists for mankind to avoid a
disastrous tipping point — if indeed it is not already too late.
There is of course no certainty as to how climate change will evolve,
but your news editor was substantially persuaded that the risk of runaway
climate change is sufficiently real and frightening to deserve much greater
political attention than it is yet getting. Surely the actuarial profession can
have a contribution to make here?
Much of David Wasdell’s material can be found at www.meridian.org.uk.
Another useful climate-change resource in this context is The London
Accord www.london-accord.co.uk

What becomes of the broken-hearted?
New research completed in February confirms what the more romantic of us
may already suspect — that you really can die of a broken heart. The good
news, however, is that it seems you can recover from one too.
In work sponsored by the Actuarial Profession, Dr Jaap Spreeuw of Cass
Business School has confirmed that people really do die from ‘broken
heart syndrome’ but that this is most likely to happen in the first year of
bereavement. After that time the risk diminishes.
For the research, entitled Modelling the short-term dependence between
two remaining lifetimes of a couple, Dr Spreeuw and a fellow academic Mr Xu
Wang examined nearly
12 000 life assurance contracts from North America over a five-year period.
The pair found that in the year immediately after the death of a spouse, the
risk of death for those left behind was greater than in subsequent years.
Further information is available on the Profession’s website www.actuaries.org.uk

News

When it comes
to accredited
actuarial distance
learning, there’s
actually only

answer.

The new alternative in
actuarial education
As the only university provider of a
professionally
accredited
Actuarial
Science course by distance learning, the
University of Leicester’s Department of
Mathematics is a leading centre for
mathematical research; what you would
expect from a leading university ranked
in the top 20 by the Times Good
University Guide 2007.
This 2-year PGDip covers the profession’s
CT1-8 examinations syllabus including
Financial Engineering, Risk, Contingencies
and Financial Reporting. Its successful
completion, with sufficiently high marks,
offers exemption from the CT1-8
examinations. Having completed the first
stage of becoming a full Fellow of the
Faculty and the Institute of Actuaries,
you will also have the opportunity to
study for a Master’s Degree.
As distance learning is core to our course
provision, rest assured, you’ll be fully
supported through every stage of your
studies. To find out just how far this
course could take you:
Visit: www.le.ac.uk/goto/actuary
Tel: 0116 252 3473
Email: actuary@le.ac.uk
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Enhanced
annuities
break
through
£1bn
in UK

Ayh
an Y
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News

Sales of enhanced annuities
in the UK exceeded £1bn
per annum for the first
time last year, according
to research by consultants
Watson Wyatt. Sales were up
by 3% from 2006 and have increased
by 161% since 2001.
Watson Wyatt says that the dramatic growth
in the number of people taking out enhanced
annuities – which provide bigger pensions
for those with serious medical conditions or
with negative lifestyle factors such as weight,
smoking, occupation or geographical location
– is set to continue. The firm believes up to
40% of people taking out an annuity may be
entitled to enhanced rates.

Service provider switch
for Sun Life of Canada

“There are currently eight
enhanced annuity providers in the UK
(Retirement, Legal & General, LV=, Norwich
Union, Partnership Assurance, Prudential,
Reliance Mutual and Scottish Widows) with
at least three more new entrants expected in
2008,” said Mark Joannes, a senior consultant
at Watson Wyatt. “The impact on standard
annuities may force more standard annuity
providers to enter the enhanced annuity
market as a defensive measure.”

Diligenta, a subsidiary
of Tata Consultancy
Services, has won a
contract to deliver
business process
outsourcing (BPO)
services to support
Sun Life Financial
of Canada UK’s (SLF
UK) operations. The
Janet Fuller: SLF UK CEO
services, expected to
commence in May 2008, are estimated to be
worth £100m over the life of the contract.
Diligenta already provides similar services to
Pearl Group.
Janet Fuller, chief executive of SLF UK
explained: “We have successfully outsourced
our customer services operations for more than
five years.
“In preparation for the natural end of
our existing outsourcing agreement, we
undertook a detailed and thorough review
of the BPO market in the UK and selected
Diligenta for its cost guarantees, risk transfer
capability and its commitment to match or
exceed our service requirements.
“We have confidence that Diligenta will
work closely with us and our current provider
to transition the services during the second
quarter of 2008 — a process that we expect to
be transparent to our customers. We are pleased
that Diligenta will continue to run the services
from Basingstoke as we are very happy with the
quality of people and services provided from
the current site.”

PADA consults industry on personal account charging
The Personal Accounts Delivery Authority
(www.padeliveryauthority.org.uk) is
consulting the industry on charging structures
for the national scheme scheduled for 2012
implementation. The consultation document
was issued on 29 January and remains open
until 22 April. The principal consultation
questions are:
In relation to charging and the Authority’s
principles:
1 How should the principles of the
Personal Accounts Delivery Authority
relate to the charging structure
recommendation, and in what way
should the principles best be applied in
this context?
In relation to charging in the financial
services industry:
2 What are the charging structures
currently used by the financial services
industry, both for pensions and other
financial products?
3 What is the rationale for these charging
structures, and which are relevant to
personal accounts?
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In relation to the charging structure
options:
4 Are there any other charging structure
options that might be suitable for personal
accounts that are not included in this
document?
5 Should additional charges be made for
particular scheme activities?
6 What activities could members
reasonably expect to pay more for; what
activities could administrators reasonably
expect to charge for, and why?
In relation to the Authority’s
evaluation criteria:
7 Are these evaluation criteria
appropriate?
8 Which evaluation criteria do you think
are most important for personal accounts,
and why?
9 Are we missing any criteria that might
be relevant?
In relation to member outcomes:
10 How should we assess the impact of
different charging structures on member
outcomes, and why?

In relation to participation in the personal
accounts scheme:
11 What is your experience of the effects
of different charging structures on the
perceptions of consumers?
12 What evidence is there about how
consumers’ perceptions affect participation
in pension schemes or other financial
products?
In relation to minimising scheme costs:
13 What evidence is there about the way
in which administrative complexity or
member behaviour have affected costs in
existing financial products?
Some may feel that the subject of charging
structures has been the subject of more than
enough consultation and analysis, going back to
the debates on implementation of stakeholder
pensions in the dying days of the last century.
This weariness was perhaps reflected in initial
public reaction to the consultation document
which tended to favour a straightforward
fund-based charging structure, perhaps with
a declining charge rate as the amount of the
personal account increases.
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A new paper from the Accounting Standards
Board (ASB) and the European Financial
Reporting Advisory Group (EFRAG) has met
with a dismayed reaction from members of the
Actuarial Profession.
Titled The financial reporting of pensions,
the paper (available from www.frc.org.uk/asb)
is intended to contribute to the eventual
development of a fresh international
accounting standard to replace both IAS 19 and
the UK’s own FRS 17.
In contrast with the latter, which allows
pension liabilities for the purpose of investor
reporting to be discounted at the yield on
AA-rated corporate bonds, the ASB/EFRAG
thinking now is that pension liabilities should
be discounted at the (government bond-based
or swap-based) risk-free rate.
The common theme of the vocal reaction
from actuaries and others was that such a
change would lead to the final demise of
defined-benefit pensions in the private sector.
Actuaries calculated that the total deficit to be
accounted for by the largest companies would
increase by the order of £100bn. They also
suggested that the probable increased deficit
volatility in future would deter firms from
operating defined-benefit schemes matched to
a substantial degree by equities.
It remains to be seen whether these concerns
will lead the IASB to a different approach in
dealing with one of the hottest accounting
potatoes for the development of global standards.

FSA highlights risks of
tougher environment
In January, the Financial Services Authority
published its Financial Risk Outlook (FRO)
warning firms and consumers of the risks
inherent in a significantly less benign
economic environment. Its central scenario
identifies the following five priority risks:
1 Existing business models of some financial
institutions are under strain as a result of
adverse market conditions
2 Increased financial pressures may lead to
financial firms shifting their efforts away from
focusing on conduct of business requirements
and from maintaining and strengthening
business-as-usual processes
3 Market participants and consumers may
lose confidence in financial institutions and
in the authorities’ ability to safeguard the
financial system
4 A significant minority of consumers could
experience financial problems because of their
high levels of borrowing
5 Tighter economic conditions could increase
the incidence or discovery of some types of
financial crime or lead to firms’ resources being
diverted away from tackling financial crime.
The FRO focuses on the risks arising from
the events of the second half of 2007 and the
less benign economic outlook expected over
the next 18 months.
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Global pension assets on the rise
Global institutional pension fund assets in the 11 major markets grew by around 9%
during 2007 to more than $25trn, according to Watson Wyatt’s Global Pension Assets
Study released in January, compared to an average growth rate of 12% p.a. during the
past five years.
Since 1997, assets of the largest 11 pension industries have increased from 64% to 82%
as a proportion of the gross domestic product (GDP) and during the same period GDP
grew by 57%, while global pension fund assets doubled (in US dollar terms). Hong Kong
has the highest compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for a 10-year period at around 16%
p.a., with Japan the lowest at around 3% p.a. Other highlights from the report include:
10-year global asset data
n The US, Japan, UK and Canada, respectively, were the largest pension fund markets in
1997 and this remained the case in 2007, now accounting for 87% of total assets. The
smallest markets in descending order are Germany, France, Ireland and Hong Kong
with the latter showing continued high growth since its pension reforms in 2000
n The US represented the largest market by some margin at the end of both 1997 and
2007, accounting for around 60% of total pension fund assets globally
n Since 1997, Hong Kong, Australia and Ireland have had the highest CAGR in local
currency of around 16% p.a.,14% p.a. and 10% p.a. respectively
n Japan and Canada had the lowest CAGR since 1997 of around 3% p.a. each, measured
in local currencies
n In 2007, pension assets as a proportion of GDP amounted to 7% in France, the lowest,
and 145% in Switzerland, the highest
n Since 1997 the biggest change was in Australia (up around 59%, from 46% to 105%)
and the smallest change was in France (up around 2%, from 5% to 7%).
Global liability data
n In 2007, global pension liabilities (discounted at government bond yields) grew a
little faster than pension assets, reversing some of the gains of the years from 2003 to
2006 and leaving some defined-benefit funds in weaker solvency positions.
Asset allocation
n In 2007, equity allocations in the seven largest markets shrank from around 60% to
56%, but have grown from 52% in 1996. During the same period-bond allocations
increased to 28% from 26% but are down from 37% in 1996
n Other assets, especially real estate and, to a lesser extent, hedge funds, private equity
and commodities, have grown from 12% to 16% in recent years
n In 2007, the UK had the highest allocation to equities (64%) while Switzerland had
the lowest (33%) and Japan had the highest allocation to bonds (47%) while Australia
had the lowest (16%). At the same time Switzerland has the highest allocation to
alternatives (29%) while Japan has the lowest (7%).
Defined benefit (DB) versus defined contribution (DC)
n During the 10-year period since 1997 the CAGR of DC assets in the seven largest
markets was 10%, compared with around 5% for DB assets during the same period
n DC assets now comprise 44% of global pension assets, compared with 34% in 1997
n Australia has the highest proportion of DC pension assets, having increased from 73%
to 87% of overall assets between 1997 and 2007
n The countries that show a larger proportion of DC assets than DB assets are the US,
Australia and Switzerland, while Japan and the Netherlands are close to 100% DB.
The Global Pension Assets Study 2008 is available at www.watsonwyatt.com/europe

Pension assets in Switzerland
highest proportion of GDP.

Yazmeen Razak

Actuaries refuse to salute
new pension standards

News
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Risk management failure
blamed for credit crunch

Global liquidity risk was allowed to spread from the US
TAN_Actuary_r1v2:Layout
1 22/1/08
sub-prime mortgage
market.

16:11

Rene Cerney

According to a new Datamonitor report,
the inability to aggregate an organisation’s
overall risk position allowed a failing of
credit risk principles in a relatively small
section of the US housing market to spill into
a wider liquidity risk for global wholesale
finance markets.
The report, The Evolution of Enterprise
Risk Management, says the ongoing
sub-prime crisis has highlighted the
need for a truly enterprise-wide approach
to risk management.
Independent market analyst Datamonitor
states that over-reliance on models and the
continuing silo structure within the majority
of organisations resulted in a lack of
transparency, which led to a breakdown of
confidence as market participants’ exposure
was unknown.
The report concludes that this will provide
the impetus for financial services institutions
globally to re-evaluate their enterprise risk
strategy and to leverage regulatory-driven
technology spend into operational, risk-based
performance management in the search for
competitive advantage.
Page 1

Fast-track your actuarial career
"The MSc lets me meet like-minded individuals from
leading companies. The atmosphere in the lectures is
great - both academic and relaxed, thanks to the
exceptional teaching staff. Doing the MSc has renewed my
passion for becoming a qualified actuary."
Kai Hoffmann, MSc Actuarial Finance student 2007
and Mercer employee
If you’re looking for a broader pathway to professional
qualification, our MSc programme is for you. Part-time study
with us provides exemptions from most of the Institute and
Faculty of Actuaries’ exams*, together with world-renowned
teaching and regular expert speakers from the financial industry.
The MSc Actuarial Finance - a more motivating learning
experience.

For more details please call us on 020 7594 9553 or visit www.imperial.ac.uk/tanaka/actuary to book an information session
*Please visit our website for further information about Institute and Faculty of Actuaries’ exemptions

MSc Actuarial Finance
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From the world of general insurance
US sub-prime mortgage crisis

UIC Insurance Company (UIC)

Several US and Bermudian financial guarantee
insurers are understood to have taken action
to increase their capital before the end of 2007,
in view of their sub-prime mortgage exposures.
This follows a review of their position by the
credit rating agencies. The actions taken by
these companies included raising new capital
through the equity or debt markets and
extending reinsurance arrangements. Some of
the amounts, such as that at MBIA, ran into
billions of dollars.
It has been disclosed that the sub-prime
mortgage crisis has completely wiped out the
combined $200m investment in ChannelRe
by RenaissanceRe (RenRe) and PartnerRe.
ChannelRe was formed to reinsure the
exposure of MBIA, one of the worst-hit victims
of the crisis. In addition, RenRe announced a
further $55m charge arising from estimated
losses from coverage they wrote to protect
insurers against an aggregation of losses from
a single event — in this case the event was the
sub-prime crisis.

Ipe Jacob of Grant
Thornton, who is one of
the officers of the scheme
of arrangement for UIC,
has announced that a
second dividend will be
paid to the company’s
creditors very soon.
This is in addition to
the 100% dividend paid
last year, and will bring the total declared
dividend to 123%. This unusual situation
is likely to be further compounded by a
third dividend before the end of 2008. The
ultimate dividend will be many times more
than the worst scenario at the time when the
company became insolvent in 1996.

The market’s overall capacity for 2008 has
reduced from £16.1bn to £15.95bn, with a
significant change in the balance between
limited liability and unlimited liability capital
providers. The amount provided by names
with unlimited liability has fallen by 24% to
£1.09bn but capital providers with limited
liability had shown a small increase.
Catlin, the major Lloyd’s underwriting
agency, has completed a transaction to
give it protection of $225m for three years,
using a catastrophe bond. The coverage is
through Newton Re, a Cayman Islands special
purpose vehicle, and has limits of $87.5m
for US earthquake losses and $137.5m for US
hurricane losses. Payment will be dependent
on the market losses reported by the Property
Claims Service division of the Insurance
Services Office in New York.
It is understood that Alea Group is in the
process of establishing a new Lloyd’s agency
and syndicate to write run-off business.
The intention appears to be that the new
syndicate would provide reinsurance to close
for Lloyd’s names who wished to wind up
their underwriting activities and leave the
market. If approved, this would be the first
syndicate to have the sole purpose of writing
run-off business.

For more news
More news on the following items can
be found on the website:
n Asbestos and pollution
developments
n Solvency II
n Other regulatory developments
n Other large losses.
Visit www.the-actuary.org.uk/news
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Crash landing of British Airways plane
at Heathrow, London — 17 January. This
occurred when a Boeing 777 arriving from
Beijing just failed to reach the runway after
its Rolls-Royce engines did not respond to
the demand for additional thrust as it neared
landing. The plane sustained major damage to
its undercarriage and wings and may be a total
loss — it is valued at $120m. Amazingly, all
152 passengers and crew were safely evacuated
from the plane, with only 16 having minor
injuries, so liability losses are unlikely to prove
material. The British Airways insurance is
placed in the London market, led by American
International Group. The policies for Boeing
and Rolls-Royce are also placed in London and
led by Global Aerospace Underwriting Managers
— which policy is liable will depend on ongoing
investigations into the precise cause of the crash.
Floods in UK — mid-January. These initially
hit south-west England and south Wales after
persistent heavy rain in the areas caused river
levels to rise. The impact later spread to the
counties of Shropshire, Lincolnshire and
Yorkshire, and included some localities which
were also severely affected by the floods last
summer. No insured loss estimates are currently
to hand, but the losses are not on remotely the
same scale as the earlier ones.

Insured losses for man-made
catastrophes in 2007 total £2bn.

Swiss Re
Towards the end of January, it was
announced that Berkshire Hathaway
had acquired a 3% stake in Swiss Re,
and agreed a five-year 20% quota
share reinsurance on the latter’s nonlife insurance and reinsurance business.
Swiss Re intends to use the capital freed
up by these transactions to buy back a
further SFr1.75bn worth of its shares.
This is in addition to the SFr6bn already
repurchased over the last two years.
Swiss Re has also announced that the
company has placed a E200m catastrophe
bond to protect it against French
windstorm claims. Groupama SA is the
counterparty to the transaction.
The annual Swiss Re Sigma report on
natural catastrophes has estimated that
more than 20 000 lives were lost from
such events in 2007, and the financial
cost was $61bn, of which only $25bn was
borne by property insurers. In addition,
the report estimates insured losses due
to man-made catastrophes (such as fires,
explosions and aviation crashes) at $2bn.
The insured losses for natural catastrophes
were below the long-term trend, and
those for man-made disasters pretty much
in line with the norm.

Allstate problems in Florida
Florida’s regulator has suspended Allstate, the largest publicly held personal lines insurer in
the US, from transacting business in the state for failure to comply with subpoenas issued by
the Office of Insurance Regulation (OIR) in October 2007. OIR claims that Allstate did not provide
all the documents
required by the
State of Florida suspends Allstate.
subpoenas in relation
to its reinsurance
programme and its
relationships with riskmodelling companies,
ratings organisations
and trade associations.
Allstate claims to have
provided 40 000 pages
of information.
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Betting supremo slips away
The South China Morning Post of 28 January
carried news of the death of Australian Alan
Woods, erstwhile actuary and the world’s most
successful horse-racing gambler.
Born in 1945 in Murwillumbah, New South
Wales, Woods showed an early aptitude
for mathematics at school but was a losing
punter in his earliest days at university and
gambling played little part in his life until
his 30s. It was while working as an actuary
in the late 1970s that Woods learned to
count cards at blackjack and became a
serious gambler for the first time in his life.
He travelled the world for the following
three years as a professional card-counter,
undertaking all kinds of disguise and
subterfuge to avoid identification by the
world’s casinos.
However, his earnings at blackjack were
tiny compared with his subsequent career in
racing. Woods turned to horseracing in New
Zealand in 1982, then shifted his life and

Appreciation:
Robert Lorne Thomas (1945-2007)
It is with great sadness that we heard of the
death on Christmas Day of Robert Thomas.
After graduating from Cambridge University,
Robert planned to work in the City for a year
before returning to do a thesis on interest
rate theory. The lure of the City remained too
strong, however, and he worked there for his
entire career.
He joined the stockbroker, W Greenwell
and Company, and remained there for 25
years, specialising in the bond market. He
became partner, bond market research in 1976
and chief economist in 1980. Following the
Big Bang, the company became Greenwell
Montagu, part of Midland Bank. There he
became director and head of research and,
subsequently, director of international research.
During his time at Greenwell he worked
closely with Gordon Pepper and the pair were
co-authors of the 1973 Institute sessional paper
Cyclical Changes in Capital Markets, a text that
was awarded an Institute prize and was part of
the exam syllabus for many years.
He was also co-editor of the Greenwell
Monetary Bulletin. These became highly
influential in the City and were extensively
used by the financial press. They extended
the range of analyses on published financial
statistics, some of which were taken up in

Deaths
Harold Reed Hurd died on 18 December 2007,
aged 93. He became a fellow of the Institute
in 1949.
Alastair Ross Goobey died on 2 February 2008,
aged 62. He became an honorary fellow of the
Institute in 2001.
Please send details of births, deaths and marriages to
announcements@the-actuary.org.uk
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later published government statistics. They
were an important factor in the formation of
City opinion and it is now known that they
were read by and influenced the very centre
of government.
Robert’s career continued with NatWest
Capital Markets and, lastly, with Henderson
Global Investors, where he held the posts of
head of global fixed interest and director of
fixed income.
The lure of the City extended beyond his
professional life. He was one of the founding
liverymen of the Worshipful Company of
Actuaries. He was also a liveryman of the
Worshipful Company of Glass Sellers and was
master of that Company in 1996/1997. This
experience and his City contacts served him
and our Worshipful Company well in his year
as master actuary, which finished only last July.
In more than 800 years of City of London
Livery Company history, Robert and his wife
achieved a unique status. It was the first time
that a husband and wife had simultaneously
been masters of two Livery Companies,
Robert as master actuary and Jo as master
glass seller. I was privileged to meet them on
many occasions during that year. They were
both popular and interesting masters and they
seemed to be on everyone’s invitation list.
This enjoyable year included many
memorable highlights, ranging from the glitter
of the Mansion House Banquet attended by the
lord mayor, and a garden party at Buckingham
Palace, to the successful Company lecture at
Staple Inn and a most successful liverymen’s
weekend at Newmarket. There are many City
Livery Company Lectures each year but all the
masters there said our lecture, ‘Everest, the dark
side’, given by two of his friends, was the best
and most inspirational of the year.
As master, Robert proved himself an
excellent ambassador both for the Livery
Company and the Profession.
Robert had a number of other interests.

focus to Hong Kong, and its big betting pools,
in 1984. A founding partner in the earliest
computer betting team in Hong Kong, which
split after a dispute between the partners in
the early 1990s, Woods established his own
hugely successful betting operation, with
employees based around the world. He had
built a fortune estimated at more than £300m
before his death.
Woods grew to the point of dominating
the Hong Kong betting scene in recent years,
over and above other successful computer
teams. He enjoyed his wealth and was
famed in Hong Kong racing circles for his
bacchanalian parties and celebrations. Once
a regular in Wan Chai’s bars and nightclubs,
Woods had become more reclusive and
relocated to Manila several years ago, but
his operation continued to lay out between
1% and 2% of Hong Kong’s entire annual
racing turnover (which totalled $64bn in the
last completed season).

Thomas: famed for the Greenwell Monetary Bulletin
Apart from opera and a love of wine, he was
a keen tennis player, and enjoyed fishing and
shooting. His love of horses was manifest to
all those at his Newmarket weekend. He was
also concerned for the welfare of others and
was involved in much charitable work. He was
chairman of the Glass Sellers’ Charity Fund,
and of the Charles S French Charitable Trust.
He was on the Finance Committee of the
Musicians’ Benevolent Fund and took the role
of treasurer for both the Addenbrooke’s Liver
Transplant Association and the Epping Forest
Centenary Trust. He was also vice-chairman of
governors at Chigwell School.
Robert was a gentleman, most pleasant,
helpful and friendly. He leaves a loving widow,
Jo, and two sons, Greg and Roly, and he will
also be much missed by all who knew him.

John Lockyer
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Late-developing actuary
king of the open road

Colin Parry in the Vintage Tankard in October last year.

We are indebted to The Forester for the news that
actuary Colin Parry is set to become one of the
country’s elite cyclists by the summer. Parry’s rise
to the top has been breathtaking but he still hasn’t
reached his peak.
The 29-year-old Forest of Dean Club rider only
took up competitive cycling a couple of years ago,
but since then he has smashed every club record
and moved up the ranks to become a first category
rider. Just a few weeks ago he claimed his best ever
road race performance in the seventh round of the
Hillingdon Series in London.
Colin has now been snapped up to ride for
professional Portsmouth-based club St Raphael,
although his second claim will remain with the
Forest of Dean Club.
Colin arrived late to the world of cycling. After
gaining a first degree in maths, he spent a further
five years studying to become an actuary. He now
works for Merchant Investors in Bristol. “After his
studies, he decided to start jogging or try cycling,”
said his father Bob Parry. “He definitely made the
right decision.”

Society news

Society news

Caribbean appointment

New Zealand’s new faces

The effervescent
Cathy Lynn, pictured
left, who is a tireless
ambassador for our
profession and who
will be known to
many overseas readers
of The Actuary, took
over as president
of the Caribbean
Actuarial Association (CAA) with effect from
the recent CAA conference.

The New Zealand Society of Actuaries
has announced two changes to its Council
line-up. Ian New, pictured, takes over
from Peter Brown as president, after a
two-year term. Ian is a life office actuary
based in Wellington.
Meanwhile, Ric Geisler has retired
from Council and his place is taken by
Linda Caradus.
The society’s latest newsletter can be found
at www.actuaries.org.nz/publications/newsletter%
20January%2008.pdf

Society news

Free ticket for feedback

Clara Hughes, left, and Lisa Mahtani

After the success of last year’s Masquerade Ball,
SIAS is already planning this year’s Annual
Dinner and is asking its membership for
suggestions to make 2008 the best event ever.
What did you love/hate about last year’s event?
Was the venue up to scratch? Would you mind
the seating for the meal being in two rooms? Was
including drinks in the ticket price a winner?
What theme would you like to see: gothic get-up,
funky punk, 80s disco, I’m an actuary get me out
of here, or none of the above?
Whatever your thoughts, please e-mail them
to social@sias.org.uk by the end of March and a
free ticket to the 2008 Dinner could be yours!

Actuaries are
dressed down
by Esquire
“Actuaries are the worstdressed professionals,
followed by IT guys and
orthodontists.” This damning
statement forms just one
of the office style rules
advocated by up-market
mens’ magazine Esquire in a
recent issue.
Billed as ‘rules to guide
you as you get dressed in
the morning, half-asleep,
in near-darkness, before
the coffee kicks in’, the
magazine also takes a dim
view of dress-down Fridays,
jackets hanging on chairs
and, in particular, wearers
of short-sleeved shirts.
Get the full picture at
www.esquire.com

Society news

New roles at SIAS
SIAS has announced a change of line-up for its
social and programme events organisers. Clara
Hughes, who works at Friends Provident as a
stochastic modeller, takes over the role of social
secretary. Upcoming events include the poker
evening in March, a post-exam night out in May
and the annual boat party in July.
Meanwhile Lisa Mahtani takes over the role of
programme convener. Lisa qualified as a fellow in
2004 and is a sales director in Legal and General’s
bulk annuity department. The next programme
event is on 18 March at Staple Inn Hall, the topic
being Professionalism in the 21st Century presented
by Michael Pomery.

To find out more
go to page 53 or visit
www.loveactuary.com
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Tuesday 11 March 2008

SIAS social event

SIAS Poker Tournament
Loose Cannon Club,
13-16 Allhallows Lane,
London EC4R 3UL
http://www.loosecannonec4.co.uk/
location.htm
6.30pm to 11pm

Mark Butler

(Please note change of date)

Got the perfect combination of analytics,
intelligence and gut instinct? Then you must be
a genius! Come and win big at our first ever SIAS
Poker Tournament!
The tournament will take place in the Loose
Cannon Private Members Club, a charming location
set under the arches near Cannon Street. The main
event will kick off at 6.40pm with professional
trained dealers and tournament director Roy
Houghton. Roy has been in the poker business for
30 years and has designed the event for us.
The game will be Texas Hold ’em, no-limit
poker played for chips with cash prizes for the final

Tuesday 18 March 2008
Professionalism in the
21st Century
Staple Inn Hall
London
5.30pm for 6pm

Thursday 29 May 2008
Post-exam night out
Details to be confirmed

table. For all of you who need to brush up on the
basics or just want to limber up before play starts,
Roy and his team will be giving beginners’ tuition
starting at 6pm.
For anyone ‘unlucky’ enough to be knocked out
early the dealers will be on hand to organise mini
side games for the whole evening. There is also a
bar and restaurant at the venue. Buffet food will be
served during the evening (included in ticket price).
Tickets: £15 members, £20 non-members.
For payment details visit http://www.sias.org.
uk/socialevents/forthcomingevents/view_socialev
ent?id=Poker2008

Sessional meeting
Michael Pomery, president of the Institute, 2004
to 2006, will deliver a talk on the changing role
of professions in society. Neil Hilary, staff actuary,
will chair the discussion and will speak about how
professionalism is taught.
All members welcome. Please note that
this talk will count for 90 minutes towards your

CPD requirement. There will also be a bottle of
champagne for the best question from a younger
member (less than five years’ PQE).
Tea and refreshments will be served from 5.30pm
and the talk will commence at 6pm followed by a
buffet supper at a local tavern. For further details,
please e-mail Lisa.Mahtani@landg.com

SIAS social event
No longer tied to your desk? We promise a night
out with plenty of fun and entertainment. Keep this

date free and watch this space or check the SIAS
website for details.

For details of events, visit www.sias.org.uk
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Events

Events
Actuarial Profession
Tuesday 4 March
Pensions Board Solvency II
Open Forum,
Staple Inn,
5.30pm for 6pm
Tuesday 4 March
Highlights of Manchester
Life, Apex International
Hotel, Edinburgh
Faculty of Actuaries
Monday 17 March
Sessional Meeting:
Variable Annuities, Royal
College of Physicians,
Edinburgh, 4.30pm
Wednesday 26 March
Our Changing Futures,
Current Topics by Peter

Murphy (Deloitte), Royal
College of Physicians,
Edinburgh, 5pm
Wednesday 9 April
Our Changing Futures
Review on Financial
Advice — Otto Thoresen
(Aegon),
Royal College of
Physicians,
Edinburgh, 8.30am
Institute of Actuaries
Tuesday 29 April
Monday 31 March
Sessional Meeting:
Variable Annuities —
Paper by Colin Ledlie et al
Tuesday 29 April
2008 Biennial Dinner,
Natural History
Museum, London

Event listings
To list your events in The Actuary, please
e-mail calendar@the-actuary.org.uk

Contacts
Actuarial Profession
Actuarial Profession
events
See event listing for
location details. See also
www.actuaries.org.uk
Faculty of Actuaries
Meetings held at 4.30pm
for 5pm, unless otherwise
stated.
T +44 (0)131 240 1300
E faculty@actuaries.org.uk
Institute of Actuaries
Sessional meetings held at
Staple Inn, 4.30pm for 5pm,
unless otherwise stated.
T +44 (0)1865 268200
E institute@actuaries.org.uk
Staple Inn
Actuarial Society
Meetings held at Staple
Inn, 5.30pm for 6pm
unless otherwise stated,
followed by a buffet
supper at a nearby tavern.
Hon sec Amanda Prest
T +44 (0)20 7847 6266
E amanda.prest@hymans.
co.uk
Programme contact
Lisa Mahtani
T +44 (0)1737 375107
E lisa.mahtani@landg.com
Social contact Clara
Hughes
E social@sias.org.uk
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Association of
Consulting Actuaries
Meetings held at Jolly
Hotel St Ermin’s, Caxton
Street, London SW1 unless
otherwise stated, 5.30pm,
dinner at 7pm for 7.30pm.
Secretariat
T +44 (0)20 7382 4594
E tracey.gleed@aca.org.uk
Birmingham Actuarial
Society
Meetings held at 5pm
for 5.30pm, followed
by drinks locally. Nonmembers welcome.
Hon sec Thomas Alden
T +44 (0)121 633 6786
E thomas.alden@
landg.com
Bournemouth
Actuarial Society
Meetings held at 6.30pm.
Non-members welcome;
contact hon sec.
Hon sec Jacky Cheung
T +44 (0)1202 292333
x2149
E jacky.cheung@liverpoolvictoria.co.uk
Bristol Actuarial
Society
Meetings held at 5.30pm,
with tea from 5pm.
Hon sec Nicola Smith
T +44 (0)117 989 3144
E nicola.j.smith@axasunlife.co.uk

Society of Pension
Consultants
Tuesday 1 April
London Meeting. Speakers:
Roger Mattingly and
Jonathan Sarkar (HSBC)
Hammonds,
7 Devonshire Square,
Cutlers Gardens,
London
EC2M 4YH.
5pm for 5.30pm

Tuesday 1 April
Golf Day,
Royal Liverpool GC
Friday 11 to Tuesday 15
April
Master’s Event, Zurich
Tuesday 22 April
Court Meeting and Lunch,
Staple Inn
Monday 28 April
Inter Livery Swimathon,
RAC Club, Epsom

Worshipful Company
of Actuaries
Monday 3 March
Inter Livery Bridge
Competition,
Drapers’ Hall,
Throgmorton Street,
London
Friday 7 March
United Guilds Service,
St Paul’s Cathedral
Wednesday 19 March
Cass Business
School Lecture

Other events
Wednesday 9 and
Thursday 10 April
UK Insurance Economists’
Conference
Nottingham University
Business School
Sunday 4 May to
Wednesday 7 May
Joint Colloquium of the
IACA, PBSS, and IAAHS
Sections, Westin Copley
Plaza Hotel,
Boston, USA

Invicta Actuarial
Society
Meetings held at Grimond
Lecture Theatre 1, University
of Kent, Canterbury, 6pm.
Contact Andrew James
T +44 (0)1227 827703
E a.james@kent.ac.uk

National Association
of Pension Funds
NIOC House,
4 Victoria Street,
London
SW1H 0NX
T +44 (0)20 7808 1300
E napf@napf.co.uk

London Market
Actuaries Group
All meetings are 12.30pm
for 1pm at the Old Library,
Lloyd’s.
Chairman Armoghan
Mohammed
T +44 (0)20 7213 5906
E armoghan.mohammed@
uk.pwc.com

Norwich Actuarial
Society
Meetings usually held at
the offices of Norwich
Union, Surrey Street,
Norwich NR1 3NG.
Hon sec Lucy O’Brien
T +44 (0)1603 823195
E obrielc@norwich-union.
co.uk

London Market
Students’ Group
Chairman Emma
Blackhurst
E emma.blackhurst@
emb.co.uk

Pensions Management
Institute
PMI House,
4-10 Artillery Lane,
London
E1 7LS
Contact Vince Linnane
T +44 (0)20 7247 1452
E pmiservices@pensionspmi.org.uk

Society of Pension
Consultants
Unless otherwise stated, all
London meetings take place
at City Conference Centre,
Coleman Street, London
EC2 at 5pm or 6.30pm, and
all Yorkshire meetings at
Hammond Suddards’ Leeds
office at 5.45pm.
Contact - London John
Mortimer
T +44 (0)20 7353 1688
E john.mortimer@spc.
uk.com
Yorkshire Richard
Sweetman
T +44 (0)113 243 6671
North West Steve Robinson
T +44 (0)161 236 9191
Scotland Brian Dingsdale
T +44 (0)141 333 1066

Association of
Consulting Actuaries
Monday 10 March
Regional meeting/dinner,
The George Hotel,
Edinburgh,
5.30pm
Wednesday 12 March
Regional meeting/dinner,
Radisson SAS
Holloway Circus,
Birmingham,
5.30pm
Monday 17 March
Regional meeting/dinner,
Crowne Plaza,
Leeds,
5.30pm
Wednesday 26 March
All-Party Parliamentary
Group on Occupational
Pensions Lunch (ACA
Secretariat),
Dining Room A,
House of Commons,
London
12.30pm for 1pm

London Market
Actuaries Group
Friday 14 March
Sessional Meeting

Channel Islands
Actuarial Society
Meetings held at Bacon
& Woodrow,
St Peter Port, Guernsey,
5.15pm for 5.30pm,
unless otherwise stated.
Sessional meeting
monthly.
Hon sec David Peel
T +44 (0)1481 728432
E dpeel@bwcigroup.com
Faculty of Actuaries
Students’ Society
Sessional meetings held
at Standard Life House,
Edinburgh, 5pm for
5.30pm. Contact hon sec
for details.
Hon sec Rachael Todd
T +44 (0)131 246 2915
E rachael_todd@
standardlife.com
Glasgow Actuarial
Students’ Society
Meetings held at
Resolution,
287 St Vincent Street,
Glasgow, G2 5NB
Hon sec Susan Morgan
T +44 (0)141 275 8208
E susan.morgan@
resolutionglasgow.com
Groupe Consultatif
Actuariel Européen
Sec Michael Lucas
T +44 (0)1865 268218
E mlucas@gcactuaries.org

Calendar

Pensions Management
Institute
Tuesday 11 March
Spring Conference:
Making pensions fit for
purpose again,
Cavendish Conference
Centre,
London
Tuesday 29 April
Seminar: ‘Achieving
member engagement and
controlling costs’,
Mayfair Conference
Centre,
London.
Wednesday 11 June
Seminar: ‘The future for
trustees’,
Mayfair Conference
Centre,
London.

LSE Actuarial Society
(London School of
Economics)
President Yici Zhou
T +44 (0)7818 262232
E su.soc.actuarial@lse.ac.uk
Manx Actuarial Society
Meetings held at 5.30pm
for 6pm.
Hon sec Chris Baker
T +44 (0)1624 683643
E chris.baker@aberdeenasset.com

Society of Actuaries
in Ireland
102 Pembroke Road,
Dublin 4.
Details of all forthcoming
meetings can be found on
the Society’s website.
T +353 1 660 3064
E info@actuaries.ie
W www.actuaries.ie

Worshipful Company
of Actuaries
Clerk David Johnson
3rd Floor, Cheapside House,
138 Cheapside, London
EC2V 6BW
T +44 (0)20 7776 3880
E clerk@actuariescompany.
co.uk
W www.actuariescompany.
co.uk
Yorkshire Actuarial
Society
Contact Malcolm Slee
T +44 (0)1904 452792
E malcolm.slee@norwichunion.co.uk
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Nicola Horlick

Interview

Driving force
Never one to do things by halves, Nicola Horlick is still breaking ground after 25 years in the City.
The Actuary team hoped to be similarly inspired on meeting the investment superwoman

W

hat motivated you to pursue
a career in the City and
what contributed to your
decision to become an
investment manager?
In 1982 I was deciding what to do with my
career and my father suggested that I should
work in the City. My boyfriend was going to
move there so it made sense for me to do it
too. I knew nothing about the banks where I
was applying for jobs and there was no careers
advice promoting internships in those days.
I was accepted for a position at SG Warburg
and part of the training scheme was to spend
time in four different departments. The first
placement was in fund management where I
spent six months and I liked it so much that
I asked if I could stay there. The management
said that I had to go on to work in the other
departments. I said I would leave and so they
decided to let me stay in fund management.
This helped me to get ahead of my peer group
and by the time I was 28 I was made a director.
Has the City changed much since you
first came aboard?
The City has changed dramatically. We have
gone from the days of cosy merchant banks that
were mostly family companies to massive global
investment banks. Back then, we would go to a
stockbroker for a price and they would go to the
jobbers. After 1986, the year of the ‘Big Bang’,
the stockbrokers and jobbers merged so that sales
and resources became a single operation. Various
entities were bought by the banks so that there
were few independents left. 1986 was a year of
major change.

Nicola Horlick — curriculum vitae

» Born
» Education
» 1982
» 1983
» 1984
» 1989
» 1991
» 1992
» 1997
» 2002
» 2005
28

1960  
Balliol College, Oxford. Bachelor of Laws reading jurisprudence
Sold animal foodstuffs for family business — Roy Wilson, Dickson
SG Warburg — graduate trainee
Mercury Asset Management — joined Leonard Licht’s team as trainee fund
manager  
Director, Mercury Asset Management (UK pension fund business)
Director, Morgan Grenfell Investment Management (UK business including
private clients)
Managing director, Morgan Grenfell Investment Management
Director, Morgan Grenfell Asset Management (the holding company)
Joint managing director, SG Asset Management (UK)
Chief executive officer, SG Asset Management (UK)
Launched Bramdean Asset Management as chief executive
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Are you proud of the fund management
industry?
I am very proud; it has grown hugely since
I first joined. This is partly because pension
funds became bigger and, as people became
richer, more wealth was invested, from the man
on the street to high net worth individuals. I
think we are one of the countries that is very
good at managing people’s money.
What excites or intrigues you most
about the City?
It is a really interesting place to work and
there are so many highly intelligent people,
which I find stimulating. The best graduates
have generally gone into the City and now
manufacturing is a smaller part of the economy
compared to financial services.
Of your many career accomplishments,
which do you consider to be the most
satisfying?
What we did with Morgan Grenfell was

www.the-actuary.org.uk
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Nicola Horlick

my biggest achievement. We had a fantastic
team that turned it around completely,
although I had the vision originally. In the
three years before I joined, the UK business
had shrunk from £10bn to £3bn. Keith
Percy recruited me as he realised he could
not turn it around on his own and needed
someone to run the UK operation. I got
rid of the top layer of management and
promoted the younger
guys. I also brought
in some people from
Mercury and recruited
externally. Everything
just gelled and it took
off in a major way.
By 1997 the business
had grown to £22.5bn
from £4bn and after
I left the business it
doubled again as most of the team was still in
place. If the business continues to grow after
you have left then it must have been run well.
This is a people business and you have to
have the very best people to run it. A bad
fund manager is always going to be a bad
fund manager. I had to be ruthless to protect
the team.

of a pension scheme? Is this just an
additional layer of cost, or is there true
value to be gained beyond the advice of
the scheme actuary?
I think it is essential to have an adviser
that understands the industry. Some local
authorities manage without external advisers
but many corporate schemes benefit from a
manager and a financial adviser.

» This is a people business and you

have to have the very best people to
run it. A bad fund manager is always
going to be a bad fund manager. I had
to be ruthless to protect the team

You auditioned for RADA as a teenager.
Have you ever had to employ your
performing skills in the office or
boardroom?
Communication is very important —
everything is defined by it. I communicate
with my clients, with investment committees,
with my colleagues and all of my staff. At
Morgan Grenfell I had to get up in front
of 1,200 people to talk to them about the
business. I have spoken at conferences and
done TV interviews. I did a lot of drama from
the age of seven onwards but I think I made
the right decision not to pursue it and I can
utilise all of the skills that I learnt.
What is the most important lesson
you’ve learned in business?
To treat people well to get the best out of
them. You have to set boundaries so they know
how far you can be pushed: in that sense it is
similar to being a mother. I do not believe in
managing through fear.
What attributes make a successful
business person?
You need determination, enthusiasm and
stamina. Be decisive and persuasive.
How much value do you think
independent advice on manager
selection adds to the investment process

www.the-actuary.org.uk
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Many do not know about investments so we
need to rely on people that have the resources
and can make a better judgement.
I think there is true value to be gained
beyond the advice of the scheme actuary. I
have managed money for large US and UK
pension funds. These people have lots of teams
at the centre that know about investments
and do not need to employ consultants. Most
companies do not have the same level of
expertise, however, so employ externally.
Do actuaries make good manager
selection advisers?
I see these as two separate areas of specialism
— actuarial and investments. Some investors
are not qualified actuaries so they need to
recognise that they have different skills.
How responsible do you think actuaries
are for private sector pension deficits?
Are company
directors any more
to blame?
I think that regulation
and accounting
standards are largely
responsible. Everything
has been judged on
too short a timescale.
If markets fall
temporarily, I do not
think companies should
be forced to pump
money into a regime that is supposed to last
18 years.
The government, the Financial Services
Authority and the accounting profession
have done this country a huge disservice,
meaning that people will have to work for
another 40 years to support themselves for

30 years after retirement. Everyone should be
encouraged to save 25% to live comfortably
but recently the incentive to save has reduced
and so too has the onus on companies to
provide a way to save.
What do you predict UK pension
provision will look like in 2020?
For the reasons stated, not good. Some people
will have defined benefit schemes that will be
OK, while some will have defined benefit and
defined contribution schemes. Depending on
when you retire, instead of getting two thirds
of your salary you are going to get whatever is
in your pot at that moment in time.
In 2040 to 2050, there will be those with
a defined contribution scheme retiring and
there are people that are relying too heavily
on property prices. Residential property is
not going to increase like it has in the past
30 to 40 years; we have reached a long-term
peak. People have under-pensioned and
relied on residential property with the aim to
downsize when their children leave or move
to a cheaper area. What if they already live in
a cheaper area?
People have to save for retirement and
we need to encourage them to put money
into a pension plan. It is incumbent on the
government and employers to encourage
people to save in the right way. The consumer
is over-indebted and the savings ratio is low
when it needs to be at much higher levels.
Do you think that young workers have
been mis-sold the concept of possible
early retirement, and if so how can their
expectations be changed?
Most people understand that they won’t be
retiring young and people definitely realise
they will not be retiring at 50 any more.

» If markets fall temporarily, I do not

think companies should be forced to pump
money into a regime that is supposed
to last 18 years. The government,
the Financial Services Authority and
the accounting profession have done
this country a huge disservice

«

They could end up working until they are 75
just to supplement their income. Lots of people
are forced into relatively manual jobs at a later
age to get a better income. When people become
infirm, the cost of carers and homes is huge. How
many will survive that for longer than four or
five years? Unlike in France and in Germany, you
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Driving force (continued)
» have to run your savings to zero before you get

help from the Government. At least in the UK we
have better provisions than they do.
How can actuaries make their mark in
fund management?
I think they are two different areas of expertise
and it is wrong for them to overlap. Actuaries
should not be trying to be or beat a fund
manager because a different skill is required.
What is your view on liability-driven
investment solutions for pension
schemes? Are these products good value
for money?
People have been forced into it by an
environment where a financial director, for
example, might want to take the risk out of
liability-driven investment structures. I would
criticise the regime in which we have found
ourselves. It is wrong to manage money on
long-term liabilities with a short-term view.
Over time, markets do tend to rise.
The stock markets have not seen a very
good start to the year. What are your
market forecasts?
I am quite pessimistic but it is difficult to tell if
there will be a recession. If you are going from
3% growth to 0.5% then it is a very sharp drop
and almost as bad as a recession anyway.
The reason markets have not responded
to the sharp reductions in interest rates is
because they realise that earnings are likely
to disappoint. Markets tend to lag behind
consumer spending. They are just starting to
slow now as is being reflected in corporate
profits. Analysts have started to downgrade
expectations and share prices have fallen.
What do you think will be the next
interest rate move in the UK?
I think interest rates will go down in the
UK but not as far as in the US. The Bank of
England sees that inflation is high because of
higher energy and food prices. In addition, the
migration of production from the West to the
East cannot go on forever so I believe interest

How do you monitor risk on your
investments?
It is more difficult to monitor risk than it used
to be. On the big UK equity portfolios we used
historical records but now I invest in alternative
investments such as hedge funds or private
equity. The quoted assets are easier to assess but
some are not quoted and are much more difficult
to analyse. Now we do much more qualitative
work focusing on the
managers’ previous
record.

» I would criticise the regime in

which we have found ourselves. It is
wrong to manage money on longterm liability with a short-term view.
Over time, markets do tend to rise

What made
you decide to
move into the
alternatives
market when you
set up Bramdean
Asset Management last year?
It is an area that is not well-served at the
moment. Swiss pension funds have, on average,

«

rates may rise over the next few years.
The Bank of England is not going to be able
to bring inflation down easily.

30
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20% of their portfolios invested in alternatives,
whereas in the UK it is only 3%. We are
massively behind and it needs to come up the
agenda. The providers are very fragmented and
we wanted to provide a completely integrated
service so that pension funds can allocate a total
of 10% of the asset portfolio to all alternative
asset classes.
What words of wisdom would you like
to share with aspiring actuaries?
Keep your head down and work hard; you
will be noticed. Avoid office politics and be as
professional as you can.

Having it all?

» To find out Nicola’s views on women
in the City and the work-life balance, visit
www.the-actuary.org.uk/features
» To comment on this article, please e-mail
editor@the-actuary.org.uk
www.the-actuary.org.uk
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Actuarial wiki

Technology

Walking in a wiki wonderland
Johan Strydom explains the rationale behind the new
actuarial ‘wiki’ and its benefits for the Profession

Johan Strydom
is the founder of
ActuarialWiki.org

M

ost of you will be familiar
with Wikipedia, the online
encyclopaedia written by the
public, for the public. Wikipedia
has grown bigger than many had ever
imagined and now includes more than two
million articles in English alone, providing a
comprehensive knowledge resource featuring
nearly every subject you could care to name.
Now imagine that a similar resource
existed for our profession — an encyclopaedia
written by actuarial professionals for actuarial
professionals. ActuarialWiki.org aims to be
exactly that.

Why do we need a wiki?
The roles of actuaries are diversifying and are
fast becoming increasingly specialised. This
makes it difficult to keep up with developments
in a wide range of areas, not to mention
bewildering for people new to the profession or
outside it. A central knowledge bank therefore
becomes more useful by the day. ActuarialWiki.
org’s aims are to:
n Keep the actuarial community updated on
the latest developments in their specialist areas
n Offer a consistent approach in
communication with each other and with
those outside the Profession
n Engage actuaries in debate through a shared
feeling of ownership of the material.

What exactly is a wiki?
A wiki is, in essence, a collection of articles
that forms an encyclopaedia. A single page in
a wiki is referred to as a ‘wiki page’, while the
entire body of pages, which is usually highly
interconnected via hyperlinks, is ‘the wiki’.
The defining characteristic of the wiki is
that anybody can create and edit pages — you
and I are the authors. The obvious concern
then relates to the quality of the content but
since anybody can edit a page, anybody who
spots inaccuracies is free to correct them. The
experience of Wikipedia has shown that this
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review mechanism has proved very robust,
with some researchers claiming it to be more
accurate than Encyclopaedia Britannica.

How does it work?
The wiki pages are created in a simple markup language using a web browser. If there
is a particular topic that you feel passionate
about, you simply register, use the search
facility to locate any existing content,
click on the ‘edit’ tab above the heading
and start editing away in the text box that
appears. If there is no existing content on
your particular topic, you will be given the

‘deductible’ is simply the term used more
often in the United States. This is but one
simple example of how the wiki could help
us to be more consistent in our approach
and communication.

How do we get started?
ActuarialWiki.org is already under way. The
Actuarial Profession has given permission for
the Core Reading Glossaries for each of its
fellowship exams to be uploaded into the wiki
to provide a basis from which it can grow. This
in itself should be a valuable reference to all
students and those new to the Profession.
The glossaries are
just the start though.
ActuarialWiki.org
depends on the
actuarial community
to keep it updated
and relevant. If you
have something
to add or amend,
you will receive
worldwide publicity
— it’s a great way for universities, researchers
and those passionate about actuarial subjects
to get their views aired.

» Since anybody can edit a page,

anybody who spots inaccuracies is free
to correct them. The experience of
Wikipedia has shown that this review
mechanism has proved very robust

«

opportunity to create a new page. Clicking
on the ‘create this page’ hyperlink will again
take you to a page where you can edit text.
‘Wiki’ is the Hawaiian word for fast, and
it’s very appropriate in this case: it couldn’t be
simpler or faster to make your contribution to
our collective knowledge, so get started now!
Each article also has a discussion page
for further exchange of ideas on an article.
There are plenty of areas that can be openly
discussed to make sure we are consistent
in our approach. As an example, the terms
‘excess’ and ‘deductible’ have different
definitions in the general insurance glossary.
I know this because I was actually asked what
the difference was in a general insurance
fellowship exam. I was, therefore, surprised
to find them used in the health insurance
glossary as interchangeable — apparently

If you would like to get involved, simply register online
at www.actuarialwiki.org or contact Johan Strydom at
johan@PrimeResource.co.uk for more information.

Main menu categories on
ActuarialWiki.org

» Health insurance
» Life insurance
» General insurance
» Pensions
» Finance
» Investments
» Self-development for actuaries
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Investment actuaries

AGB

A new way of thinking
Tracey Brown talks to Keith Guthrie, head of investment management at Cardano UK,
about the role that actuaries can play in the investment arena

Keith Guthrie is
head of investment
management at
Cardano UK

W

hat is your background in the
investment field?
I have been managing fund-offunds or multi-manager portfolios
for the past eight years. Prior to that, I worked
for a banking and life assurance group in South
Africa in a variety of corporate actuarial roles
from stochastic modelling and valuations to
business strategy.
Do you have an example of
where actuarial
thinking and
techniques might
be applied in
an investment
management
role?
An actuarial
background
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has served as a good base for understanding
many of the techniques that hedge funds
are using to extract value from investment
markets. While it is likely in any particular
sub-strategy that the hedge fund manager
is going to have far more specialist knowledge
and experience than you will have as a fundof-funds manager, you have got to be able
to grasp the key concepts behind their
approach quickly.
In a fixed income and derivative-related
setting, a good understanding of cashflow
modelling and of financial economics and
derivatives is necessary.
In some strategies, a more traditional
actuarial analysis comes into play. As an
example, some hedge funds focus on investing
in asset-backed securities such as pools of
mortgages. These are typically split into tranches
in collateralised debt obligation structures
(CDOs), where different portions of the risk and
cashflows are allocated to different investors.
Understanding the cashflows to a particular
tranche under a variety of pre-payment and
default scenarios is akin to a traditional
cashflow modelling and scenario
analysis exercise that a life company
might do to understand the
profitability of a specific sector of
existing business.
How do you then assess the
investment opportunity?
Of course there is much more to
making an investment than just
understanding the maths behind
the investment strategy — that
simply forms the basis for a common
understanding to begin assessing the
opportunity. One then needs
to spend time understanding
the reasons why markets may
be inefficient in pricing these
securities and what is creating
an ‘arbitrage’ opportunity that is
repeatable and exploitable.
In the case of asset-backed
securities, the regulatory regime of
many institutions such as pension
funds, insurance companies and banks,
requires them to invest in securities rated
as ‘investment grade’, resulting in excessive
demand for investment grade-rated debt. In
turn, the credit rating agencies have developed
fairly complex models to rate the various
tranches of asset-backed securities and CDOs.
The excessive demand for investment graderelated tranches from such investors can result
in distortions that push a disproportionate
part of the economic value
in the structure towards the

more risky ‘unrated’ and non-investment
grade portions of the debt.
Understanding the regulatory regimes for
pensions, life insurance companies and banks
assists in understanding the creation of these
anomalies. At the same time, it is necessary
to apply risk assessment techniques because
if hedge funds are investing in the higher-risk
parts of these structures, they are, by definition,
more likely to be exposed to losses, so one has
to ask how they assess and hedge these risks.
All of this, of course, is still part of
understanding the investment process and
doesn’t even begin to address the even
more important soft issues of assessing the
individuals managing the hedge fund, the
operational and legal issues and so forth.
Which other parties have you typically
worked with when assessing investment
opportunities?
Other investment managers and analysts with
different backgrounds bring a new perspective.
Some have had direct experience in trading at
investment banks or working at hedge funds,
which brings an important viewpoint on
market technicalities and dynamics.
I have also worked with auditors and lawyers
who are involved in looking through all of the
documentation and assessing the operational
and financial controls of a fund before
proceeding with an investment.
What lessons can the actuarial and
investment communities learn from
each other?
From my perspective as an actuary, there is a
lot of terminology and jargon in each sector of
the market with which you have to familiarise
yourself quickly. To communicate effectively
with traders you need to be able to speak
their language. Concepts are often similar
or analogous to ones in other investment or
actuarial areas but understanding ‘trader-speak’
can be a steep learning curve in every different
investment area.
It’s also important to appreciate how easily
regulation and reserving standards have
the ability to create economic distortions
within markets that can then be exploited by
sophisticated financial players.
Differences between traditional actuarial and
financial economic models can create arbitrage
opportunities. There is no such thing as a
perfectly efficient market, yet neither (or very
seldom) is there a risk-free arbitrage.
How might actuaries generally fit into
the alternative investment world?
I would say that the transition is possible but
it can be challenging. There is no automatic
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assumption that an actuary can add value in
an investment context but I do think that
the techniques and thought processes that
actuaries possess are useful in the investment
world. The key is in educating professionals
in the investment community about what
contributions actuaries can make.
In a multi-manager context, actuaries
can bring greater sophistication to the risk
management and risk analysis of hedge funds,

» There is no such thing as a perfectly
efficient market, yet neither (or very
seldom) is there a risk-free arbitrage «

though they are sure to find themselves in
competition with many financial economists
obsessed with the subject.
Many actuaries do have investment
consulting experience and will be familiar
with some of the issues involved in manager
selection in a multi-manager context. That
said, a traditional actuarial consultant’s
approach to advising on manager selection can
be quite different to one of managing money
on a discretionary basis.

• GB1867 EXACTVAL Advert

MatBlas.indd 1

What about hedge funds?
Asset-backed securities and CDOs are structures
that actuaries should be able to model using
traditional and more sophisticated actuarial
techniques.Many other such modelling
opportunities exist within hedge funds in all
sorts of different strategies. As an example,
actuaries may have a valuable role to play
in the analysis of investments for insurance
companies, given their unique understanding
of these institutions.
The same is true in many takeover
situations, where pension liabilities and
the interaction of pension trustees and
the corporation can be critical factors in
determining the viability of a proposed mergers
and acquisition transaction.

Find out more

» This article is one of a series promoted by the Actuarial

Profession’s Action Group for Banking (AGB) and explores
situations where the actuarial and banking worlds overlap to the
benefit of both sectors. The articles serve the following broad
purposes:
Push: To demonstrate where actuarial skills and thinking have
been applied in a banking or financial context to add real
commercial value.
Pull: To highlight tools and skills available in banking and
finance that may be of use to traditional life and pensions
actuaries.
Please contact Mark Symons mark.symons@actuaries.org.uk
for more information on the AGB’s activities.
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External Actuarial Valuations
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ExactVAL offers pension consultancies the
facility to outsource their valuation work.
• We specialise in completing the numbers side
of actuarial valuations for defined benefit
pension schemes.
• We use an experienced team, together with
bespoke software (Superval) to turn work
around efficiently.
• We present our results in a clear, auditable and
consistent format.
• Our prices are fixed in advance for each
valuation, and are extremely competitive.
• We also offer valuation-oriented training
aimed at staff with varying levels of experience.

For more details, visit our website
www.exactval.co.uk or call Bill Harris
on 01727 830462
Company reg no: 6004085
Registered office: Linksview, Everlasting Lane, St Albans, Herts, AL3 5RY
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Breaking up is hard to do
Kim Gubler explores how good relationship management can stop
clients looking elsewhere for advice

N
Kim Gubler is
an independent
management and
pensions consultant

ot that long ago, some industry
research highlighted how
people are more likely to
change their friends, or even
their spouses, rather than their trusted
professional advisers. If that’s true of us
as individuals, then put us together as a
board of trustees and we can be just as
loyal. The relationship between a trustee
board and the scheme actuary is usually
about as close as it gets, probably because
the scheme’s viability hinges on valuation
results. A scheme actuary is a personal
appointment and so it shouldn’t be a
surprise that the relationship is personal.
Often an actuarial firm originally
won the scheme’s business on the basis
of the experience and personality of the
nominated actuary, not just its resources
and reputation. An appointment can just
as easily be lost because the actuary moves
to another firm.
The thought of changing a longstanding relationship can leave trustees
feeling vulnerable at the thought of losing
sometimes many years’ worth of scheme
knowledge — and who can blame them? With
mounting responsibilities resting on trustees’
shoulders, many are unwilling to potentially
‘throw the baby out with the bathwater’.
Unfortunately, this often leaves trustees in a
position where they have to put up with a less
than perfect service, because at least they know
the major issues are under control. To try and
resolve this conflict, trustees often make their
unhappiness known through informal ‘chats’,
rather than tackling the problem formally.
This often causes frustration, leaves issues
unresolved and can lead to the relationship
passing the point of no return into a re-tender.

Living record
There is another way, of course, but it does
require time and attention. There’s no question
that proactively managing the relationship
is hard work, but it reaps rewards and can
ultimately save it. Often dissatisfaction stems
from a string of smaller issues rather than one
or two show-stoppers.
Annual due diligence reviews and evaluation
of the cost/service balance are essential
components in formal evaluation, as these

» Matching an actuarial firm to

a board of trustees is like finding
a good pair of walking shoes. A
comfortable fit for one scheme could
be totally wrong for another

«
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yield indisputable truths. The formal
process gives trustees a forum for raising
concerns in a non-confrontational way, with
evidence, records and justification forming the
basis of any discussion, rather than the most
recent thing to go wrong (or right). For this
to work effectively, issues arising throughout
the year need to be kept in a ‘living record’. It
doesn’t have to be complicated, as long as it
lists the details of any problems.
Another step in the annual review is to
re-visit the service agreement. It should
be up to date and relevant to the scheme
– not just a standard document – and
should acknowledge the complexity of
the scheme. The current structure might
be fairly straightforward, but what about
historic benefit structures? Have there been
any mergers or acquisitions? Are there
any members with ‘special’ benefits? Is
the administration data up to scratch? Is
the scheme contracted out? Has anything
changed significantly since the appointment?
These factors will all impact on the actuary’s
ability to deliver on time and at optimum
cost. Other points to look for are detailed in
the box opposite.
Now more than ever, cost control is
essential. It’s surprising how many schemes
never compare invoice charges against the
actual work produced.
Empirical evidence suggests that some
trustees are becoming less anxious of change
and are more willing to switch their actuarial
provider – they soon accept it’s not an easy task.
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perfectly reasonable step, the question of
objectivity has to be raised, so that the
decision can be justified.

Outside help

Matching an
actuarial firm to a board of trustees
is like finding a good pair of walking shoes. A
comfortable fit for one scheme could be totally
wrong for another. The process takes time and
it’s not cheap.
So if the trustees are serious about a change,
who do they go to for help? Until now, their
closest adviser has probably been the scheme
actuary (and their firm). There’s probably
been a reliance on the firm for more than just
straightforward actuarial advice – but this is
one occasion where they can’t help. So where
do trustees get advice or help? Many actuarial
firms have consulting arms that can assist
in a re-tender exercise. It has to be said that
they also often shortlist their own actuarial
practices in the exercise. While this can be a

Do trustees need outside help at all?
Whether trustees manage the process
themselves or in association with an external
consultant will probably depend on the
internal resources available and the size of the
scheme. Large schemes may be able to set up
a project team to do most of the detailed work
and only use external help if it can add value.
Mid-sized and smaller schemes may not be
able to free up sufficient resource and could be
looking for the process to be run externally.
Whichever option, the essential
ingredients of a tender process should be the
same (see box, right). Actuarial expertise is a
key criterion, of course, but during the course
of the tender it is also essential to investigate
the firms’ IT capability. Actuarial calculations
are now almost wholly automated. Even
data testing is now checked via computer
routines. Greater automation and systems
integration means that trustees pay for
skill, not paperwork, and reduces the risk of
human error. Firms should be able to pick up
data, transfer it to the valuation routine and
produce a first draft without any re-keying.
Occasionally a trustee board will go through
the whole re-tender process, when in reality
they want to test the market. Here the trustees’
aim is to ensure the balance between the cost
and service received is up to market standard
– a straightforward benchmarking exercise.
Generally, they have no big issues with their
existing actuarial supplier, but want to confirm

1  Determine motivations,
requirements and expectations.
List essential and ‘nice-to-have’
competencies. Choose ‘long’ list of
approximately eight firms that
roughly match the scheme’s
characteristics and requirements
2  Draft tender document to reflect and
test the required competencies and
expectations and assess for cultural and
strategic fit
3  Evaluate and score completed
tenders, shortlist three or four firms that
are a good match. Research proposed
scheme actuary
4  Visit shortlisted firms to meet
proposed scheme actuary and test
tender responses, organisational and
IT capabilities, and people issues.
Compare results
5  Present findings to trustee board
6  Make a decision – the firms’ costs and
capabilities should all now be similar;
softer factors like personal fit between
the scheme actuary and the board will
inform final choice
7  Transfer and implementation.
they’re fulfilling their fiduciary responsibilities.
Sometimes trustees simply want their existing
supplier to pull their socks up and provide a
more effective service.
There’s a practical and psychological
difference between putting the actuarial brief
out to tender and conducting a market-test
exercise. A re-tender is an in-depth process
solely designed to
facilitate change.
When actuarial firms
decide whether to
respond to a brief,
they will be interested
in whether it is a
serious re-tender. For
a large scheme, the
time, effort and cost involved in tendering can
be substantial – for both the scheme and the
firm. It’s so important that trustees spend time
at the outset to agree on their motivations and
plan accordingly. This will ensure that effort
and resources are not wasted.
Every scheme is different in one way or
another, but the process for ongoing relationship
management and benchmarking is fairly
similar – both help to keep trustees in control.
The tender process kicks in when trustees
decide change is unavoidable and is designed
to produce the optimum match between the
actuarial firm, trustee board and scheme.

difference between putting the
actuarial brief out to tender and
conducting a market-test exercise

n Statutory reporting requirements and timescales, including whistle-blowing procedure
n Liability relating to trustees and the firm
n Service levels and penalties for non-delivery. Protocol for ad hoc services. Policies for
review of actuarial factors
n Appointment and contract duration, including variation and notice periods
n Fee basis — time and charged rate applicable to scheme actuary and the team that will
produce the majority of work, and/or core fee for fixed-fee agreements. Plus
payment terms and how ‘ordinary’ additional work is charged
n Work review process — peer and/or subordinate
n Complaints/dispute procedure
n Cover arrangements — what happens if the scheme actuary is unavailable, on holiday
or leaves the firm?
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The tender process

» There’s a practical and psychological

Points to look for in a service agreement
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Regulation

A bridge too far?
Chinu Patel explains the issues the European Commission will have to
consider in shaping future regulation for pensions

Chinu Patel is a
senior consultant at
Watson Wyatt

If the Solvency II requirements, as constructed
for insurance (see box), are adopted for
pension funds, the technical provisions
and capital required could be considerable
— well in excess of the amounts required for
buy-out. The Commission is well aware that
pensions are different from insurance and have
acknowledged that a ‘cut and paste’ solution is
therefore not the right answer and that a sharp
increase in capitalisation could have serious
consequences for members and sponsors.
They will seek to identify the relevant issues
before a ‘call for advice’ in 2008 as part of the
due process for reviewing the operation of the
IORP Directive. The blueprint for change, if
any, is unlikely to emerge until 2009 and any
timetable beyond that is speculative.

Harmonisation
Insurance companies in the EU have
been complying with EU-wide regulatory
requirements since the 1990s. Thus, there is
already a reasonable amount of homogeneity
of markets and consistency across the EU
on reserving and solvency for insurance
companies. Solvency II may just be the logical
next step on the road to removing regulatory
arbitrage. The pension landscape, on the other
hand, is fundamentally different, presenting
some unique challenges if the admirable
objective of harmonisation is to be converted

W

hy should the security of a
pension promise from an
occupational pension scheme be
any different from that under an
insurance policy? This is the central question
to be addressed by the European Commission
in the looming debate on whether and how
a risk-based funding and capital adequacy
requirement of the type applying to financial
services firms should also be applied to definedbenefit pension schemes.
Opinions in Europe are currently
polarised between those who view pension
schemes as financial institutions not
dissimilar to insurance companies, and
others that view pensions as a cross between
a strict financial product and a bestendeavour initiative to deliver certain social
policy objectives. In a specific reference
to pensions, the European Parliament has
urged the Commission to explore ways of
promoting better risk management, and the
possibility of supplementing the Institutions
for Occupational Retirement Provision
(IORP) Directive with a harmonised solvency
framework for pension funds in line with
the Solvency II approach, taking into
account the specific features of occupational
retirement provision.
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provided through book reserves. Further, the
range and types of pension plan and the degree
of risk-sharing between plan sponsors and
members varies significantly between member
states. In many cases, certain aspects of plan
design are dictated by national legislation
and are insensitive to changing fashion and
conditions. Finally, differences in the tax
treatment of pensions provide a further (and in
many cases substantial) tilt to the playing field.
This is not just confined to differences between
member states but can also apply across the
range of savings products in a single state.
Much of this diversity results from the
principle of subsidiarity which recognises
national sovereignty, allowing governments
the freedom to arrange their internal affairs as
they see fit. This is a much valued carve-out
to accommodate different social and fiscal
cultures and objectives. The IORP Directive
does not (and probably cannot) seek to change
it. The first task for the Commission is to find
a practical way around what appears to be a
conflict between the principle of subsidiarity
and the objective of harmonisation. This in
turn should have an important bearing on
whether the regulatory emphasis between Pillar
I (capital) and Pillars II and III (supervisory
process and market discipline) can be the same
for pensions as it is for insurance.
These are not issues that can be easily
resolved at the
technical level.
Difficult choices will
need to be made at
the highest political
level to reconcile
the objectives of free
competition with
the disproportionate
impact on capital
requirements between differing member states:
■ States with generously funded private-sector
benefits (who would bear the brunt of any new
requirements)
■ States with unfunded pensions (who would
also face substantial new capital requirements
unless the concept of harmonisation is severely
compromised so that they continue to be
exempted from the IORP)
■ States with little or no private sector pension
provision (who escape regulation altogether).
Some commentators would argue that
any initial pain, however harsh or uneven,
is a necessary price for a more competitive
European Community in the long term. That
said, the financing implications and their
potential impact on capital markets, as well as
competition in the short term, could be very
large unless the effects are allowed to emerge
over very long periods. Equally important

» If the Solvency II requirements,
as constructed for insurance, are
adopted for pension funds, the
technical provisions and capital
required could be considerable

«

into a practical set of principles acceptable
across the EU.
There is already a high level of State
provision in some member states and little
or no tradition of occupational pensions,
although the IORP Directive does not apply to
the former. Then there are member states where
a high proportion of occupational pensions
traditionally come from defined contribution
arrangements where solvency considerations
only apply to embedded guarantees. Where
pensions are funded, there is a wide range of
funding practices across member states, often
shaped by national legislation, much of which
has only recently been put in place at great cost
to comply with the IORP Directive.
Elsewhere, there is the curious situation
whereby significant slices of defined-benefit
pensions fall outside the scope of the IORP
Directive, simply because they are unfunded or
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What is Solvency II?
Solvency II is a three-pillar framework setting out the funding and capital requirements,
supervisory process and disclosure for insurance companies.
Objectives
» A more risk-sensitive approach with incentives for proper risk management
» Consistency between ﬁnancial sectors (insurance v banking)
» Harmonisation of regulatory standards across the EU, developing in parallel with
international accounting standards.
Pillar I (capital) requirements
» Technical provisions equal to the value at risk-free rates of best-estimate cash ﬂows,
plus an explicit risk margin
» Additional solvency capital, set by reference to the company’s true risk proﬁle,
sufﬁcient to cover technical provisions and other liabilities at the following year-end with
99.5% conﬁdence
» Supervisory action triggered automatically if available solvency capital falls below an
objective baseline.
in any solution that follows would be the
potential impact on employers’ appetite for
occupational pensions involving any form of
guarantee, the consequential level of future
pension provision and its implications for
social policy objectives.

Modiﬁed Solvency II?
The European Parliament is known to favour
the principle of ‘same risk, same capital’,
so regardless of how the problems of
harmonisation are resolved, it is conceivable
that a capital-focused approach might be
developed around the high-level principles
of Solvency II, but with the detailed rules
specifically tailored for pensions. For individual
pension plans, the capital adequacy bar
would most probably be raised to reflect more
specifically the risks taken, particularly in the
design of the pension plan, its demographic
profile and its assets and funding strategies.
Successful implementation would depend
on the flexibility retained in the rules for
risk mitigation through management actions
— for example, benefit reductions, conditional
indexation, long lead times for education and
planning, and a gradual phasing-in of any
substantial new financial commitments.
Some thought would also need to be
given to the nature and quality of assets
backing the solvency capital. Here it would
be necessary to recognise differences between
insurance company and pension scheme
balance sheets. With the latter, the assets you
see on the balance sheet are just part of the
capital backing the promise, since in most
cases (excluding the so-called ‘regulatory
own funds’) there is a lifeline back to the
sponsoring employer. In practice, therefore,
the employer’s business is already providing
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solvency capital. In a uniformly quantitative
approach, however, there would be questions
about the quality of the employer’s covenant
and the extent to which it can be enforced by
the pension scheme. Any attempts to put a
value on this ‘credit’ would raise complex, but
not insurmountable, problems.
It might be tempting to bypass these
problems by requiring all solvency capital to
be held on the pension scheme’s balance sheet.

Pensions

management. The pensions industry could
certainly benefit from more of this if it came
with an affordable price tag.
If promoting the right behaviour is the
primary objective, then a Solvency II-type
approach may not be the only way. Take
the example of the UK pensions industry
two years ago. It does not have any hard
quantitative prescription, but sponsors across
the country will tell you that it is no pushover. Trustees and actuaries will tell you that
it has led to a better awareness of the risks
taken, including the employer’s credit risk,
with funding and investment strategies set
in tandem to balance the risks involved, and
their affordability, with member security. And
the Pensions Regulator will tell you that it is
in the business of risk-based supervision with
clearly articulated expectations and checks,
aimed at promoting the right behaviours.
Indeed, evidence is also emerging of funding
targets which are at times higher than those
which might have otherwise prevailed.
All this has been achieved through strong
regulatory and scheme-based governance,
with appropriate guidance and checks. While
not a recipe for a uniform level of security,
it does provide some lessons on how the
high-level objectives of Solvency II might
be encapsulated within a principles-based
funding and solvency framework — one
that recognises the
essential differences
between insurance
and pensions, as well
as the different styles
and structures for
pension provision
within EU countries.
The detailed rules
could then be
devised on a bespoke basis to comply with
the principles but at the same time to suit the
particular features of pension provision in the
country concerned (or the relevant pension
vehicle). Governance would assume a strong
role, both at regulatory and at a schemespecific level. This would be more consistent
with the regulatory approach embedded in the
IORP Directive and less divisive.

» Some commentators would argue
that any initial pain, however harsh
or uneven, is a necessary price
for a more competitive European
Community in the long term

«

In countries like the UK, this would raise the
spectre of trapped capital which would be
fundamentally unsound, since solvency capital
is not the same as liabilities, and shareholders
do need to have access to it without penalty.
A further credit to consider would be against
security ‘purchased’ from external institutions
such as the Pension Protection Fund, although
the arguments here may not be so clear cut.

Something different?
It has been said that Solvency II is not just
about capital adequacy, but also about
changing behaviours. Evidence from the
UK insurance industry shows that the risksensitive individual capital assessment regime
has indeed led to better decision-making,
better engagement with company boards,
better quantification and allocation of capital,
more innovation, and generally better risk

Pensions forum
The International Committee of the Pensions
Board will be holding a Solvency II pensions
open forum at 6pm on 4 March at Staple
Inn, at which Chinu Patel will be giving a
presentation. Registration is from 5.30pm.
Please visit wam.actuaries.org.uk/wam/
confbooking.exe to reserve a place.
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Soft market

Going soft
Stewart Mitchell discusses the pricing and rate monitoring challenges
faced by insurers in a buyer’s market
Lqui eugait at accummod magnis alis nonsequat ut wisci
eliquip euguerat prat.

elements described above, as the ‘technical
price’ (also known as the benchmark price). We
introduce the concept of price adequacy, so we
think of this technical price as 100% adequate.
Recognising this minimum technical price is
he concept of the general insurance
underwriting cycle has been around for important so that profitability can be monitored
without having to wait for the emergence of
some time and the more experienced
claims that may take several years.
readers will have been through both
There is a difference, of course, between
the hard, profitable parts of the cycle and the
softer, less profitable or loss-making parts of the the actuarially calculated price and the price
charged in the market, due to many competing
cycle. Given that the average cycle is thought
issues. These are generally referred to as
to be around seven to eight years from peak to
underwriting factors, including supply and
peak, some readers may have been through it
demand pressures in the market. Relationship
several times.
underwriting is also important whereby
The softening market is top of the agenda
for Lloyd’s and the London Market. Lloyd’s has underwriters may write risks at less-thanadequate prices to maintain relationships for
identified the mitigation of the underwriting
when the market hardens. There is a trade-off
cycle as the single biggest challenge facing
between maintaining customer relationships
managing agents over the next few years.
over the whole underwriting cycle and
Unprofitable underwriting was reported to be
optimising short-term profitability.
a primary concern for every chief operating
Further, it is difficult to ignore the pressure
officer in a recent survey.
to write for market share and keep income
The key to success will be an ability to
levels up to at least meet fixed expenses, as
make quick decisions based on capturing
rating levels drop off in the soft market. The
the right data and producing robust, reliable
collation of high quality rate monitoring
management information that provides early
information will allow management to monitor
indicators of when rates are inadequate.
this fall in income with greater confidence.
So what issues should management be
The technical price is only one of the factors
focusing on to mitigate the impact of the cycle?
the underwriter takes into account when
In answering this, it is useful to think of three
deciding what price to charge. It is important,
distinct parts to the problem — the pricing
however, to understand the relationship
process, the rate monitoring process and
between the price that should be charged and
controls around these processes.
the price that is actually charged.
Pricing
In a hard market price adequacy will be
greater than 100%, possibly significantly
The general aim of the pricing process is to
come up with a price or premium to be charged higher, leading to large profits. As the market
for a risk. This is usually based on some historic softens, however, pricing adequacy will start to
fall, perhaps below 100%, where the business
claims data projected forward to pay for the
may still be profitable but not commensurate
claims expected to arise from the exposure
with the risk taken. Further falls may lead to
period for that risk.
business being written at break-even levels, and
can eventually lead to losses.
The monitoring of the level of price adequacy
leads us to the second part of the problem.
“Those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it.” George Santayana, The
Life of Reason, 1905-1906.

T

Stewart Mitchell is
a senior manager
within Ernst and
Young’s Insurance and
Actuarial Advisory
Services practice. The
views expressed in
this article are his
personal views.

» As the market softens, pricing

adequacy will start to fall, perhaps
below 100%, where the business
may still be profitable but not
commensurate with the risk taken

Rate monitoring

«

This premium will be made up of several
elements aside from the expected claims
costs, namely loadings for various other items
including the volatility of claims, commissions,
expenses, profit margin and contribution to
capital costs.
Terminology varies but let us call the price
that will deliver the expected level of profit
from the premium charged, to include the
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In the previous section we introduced the
idea of price adequacy. Let us consider a risk
written last year, which we considered to be
103% adequate, so making an additional profit
beyond that which we expected to make, given
the technical price.
Insurance and reinsurance risks rarely give
exactly the same risk profile year on year.
Several changes may take place to alter the
level of premium needed to maintain the same
requisite level of price adequacy. These include
changes in:
n Premium
n Commission rates
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Soft market

Insurance

Web exclusive –
rate monitoring
The Actuary website features an
exclusive article by Paul Johnson of
Antares Underwriting Services on
different approaches to monitoring rate
changes. Visit www.the-actuary.org.uk
to read the article.

The challenges facing insurers in a softening market

» Pricing process

Ensuring that the data captured is accurate and complete in order to allow a technically
driven price to be calculated to support the underwriting process.
» Rate monitoring process
Ensuring that changes in market conditions are captured accurately in order to provide
management information to mitigate the effects of the cycle.
» Pricing and rate monitoring controls
To ensure that the pricing and rate monitoring processes are effectively controlled
through appropriate mechanisms such as peer review and/or internal audit.
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is typically written on worse terms than
renewal business since the business needs to
be attracted from the previous insurer, usually
by offering a lower price or better terms. Given
this, the rate index would understate rate
reductions in the softening market. If rates
are actually 15% off based on all business,
rather than, say, 10% based purely on renewal
business, then this could add $3m to $4m to
the reserve levels based on rolling forward a
70% IELR.
Overall, it is not clear what constitutes best
market practice as to the methods used to
calculate these rate indices, and who conducts
rate monitoring — the underwriting or
actuarial function, or a combination of both?

Controls
The controls around the pricing process are
fairly standard throughout the market. It
is common to have actuaries involved in
calculating at least the expected loss cost
element of the technical premium. Most
insurers have a ‘four eyes’ principle where risks
are peer-reviewed, although this is often only
after risks have been bound. Further to this,
internal audit functions will review a sample of
risks written to ensure underwriting guidelines
and processes are adhered to.
The controls around the rate monitoring
process are generally less well embedded. The
calculation of the rate index involves a fair
degree of subjectivity and it can be difficult to
allow for some of the factors discussed above.
An added complication is how to monitor
rates in binding authorities where the nature of
such underwriting can make it more difficult
to do so. Again, peer review may be used where
underwriters oversee each other’s judgments on
rate movements but this could potentially lead
to collusion where the underwriters scratch
each other’s backs.
An internal audit is rarely a reliable option
as those involved often lack the relevant skillset to provide effective challenge in this area.
Those insurers that recognise the value
to be gained from effective monitoring of
profitability are those that will succeed over the
length of the underwriting cycle.
The April 2008 edition of The Actuary will feature
a roundtable debate on the issues surrounding the
general insurance soft market.
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Nicholas Thein

Historic claim levels
Underlying exposure
Terms and conditions
Inflation
Level of deductible/attachment point
Excesses/limits.
Most, if not all, (re)insurance companies and
syndicates now maintain some form of rate
index. The idea is to track rates from year to year
for each main line or class of business written.
The aim of the index would be to capture
the impact of the changes listed above so, for
example, using 2000 as a starting point and rebasing to, say, 100, we can track how rate levels
have changed each year relative to 2000 levels
(see Figure 1).
Such an index is commonly used to roll
forward ultimate loss ratios from prior years
to give an initial expected loss ratio (IELR) for
the Bornhuetter-Ferguson reserving method,
to estimate ultimate claims for the most recent
year or years. The importance of this rate index
can be seen in terms of the level of reserves.
For example, applying a 60% or 70% IELR
to a $100m book of premium could lead to
a difference in reserves of $10m on the most
recent year of account.
How is this index calculated? There is
a range of sophistication evident, from a
subjective view provided by underwriters, based
on what they are seeing in the market, to more
quantitative approaches trying to capture the
impact of each of the factors outlined above.
Each factor is recorded with varying levels of
complexity and accuracy.
Another issue to consider is whether new
business is captured within the rate index
or not. In practice it is easier to ignore new
business because details of the previous year’s
risk may be incomplete. However, new business
■
■
■
■
■
■
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Life

With-proﬁts actuaries

The death of the with-proﬁts actuary?
Dr Geraldine Kaye explores what has happened in the three years
since the role of the appointed actuary was abolished

R

Dr Geraldine Kaye is
managing director of
GAAPS, the specialist
actuarial recruitment
company

ecent research by GAAPS Actuarial
has revealed a growing trend among
companies to outsource the function
of traditional in-house with-profits
actuaries (WPAs) — a total of 42% are now in
firms of consulting actuaries.
On New Year’s Eve 2004, one of the most
senior job functions within the actuarial
profession was abolished — that of the
appointed actuary. Three years on, the time
seems right to find out exactly what has
happened to the successors of this role and
what broader implications this change has had
on the wider world of actuaries and life funds.
The statutory role of the appointed
actuary included the valuation of liabilities
to policyholders, monitoring the ongoing
solvency position, advising on premium rates,
advising on risk, and providing advice on the
exercise of discretion towards policyholders.
Where with-profits policies were involved,
it was felt that the burden of due diligence and
the duty owed by the appointed actuary to
policyholders inevitably created a conflict of
interest, as he or she was quite often a director
of the life company. It was argued that the risk
that they would compromise the protection
of the life fund’s policyholders at the expense
of their shareholders and fellow directors was
just too great — a decision reached largely as a
result of what happened at Equitable Life.
With their responsibilities focusing on the
fair treatment of policyholders, it is the WPA
who can fairly claim to be the true successor to
the appointed actuary.

A process of transition
Many of the previously independent life
companies have either amalgamated into larger
insurance company groupings or else have
been absorbed into broader-based financial
services groups. Many with-profit funds are
now run as ‘closed funds’. Only 35 of the 108

fellows currently acting as WPAs previously
held the position of appointed actuary,
bringing with them the accumulated
experience gained from their previous role,
while nearly 40% were newly appointed.
Many appointed actuaries who were
directors — and some who weren’t — decided
to become the AFH, and appoint a subordinate
as WPA. In this way they could retain their
board appointment, and their knowledge and
skill would still be available to the company.
There were even a few appointed actuaries
under the old regime who took on neither
controlled function, and just remained as
finance director.
At an Association of British Insurers seminar
in 2004, it became obvious that some companies
chose to divide up the roles depending on
whether the appointed actuary was a director,
and how senior they were. The size and type of
company was almost irrelevant.

Senior role
The majority of appointed actuaries were
directly employed by the company (or parent
company) for which they acted, and most were
either directors of their companies or enjoyed a
senior management position.
The remuneration packages stated in the
FSA returns generally indicated that the salaries
were paid in respect of the appointee’s broader
management role, of which the appointed
actuary function was just one element. It
was rarely possible, if ever, to isolate the
function of appointed actuary and determine
the proportion of the overall remuneration
attached solely to that function.
In earlier years, a relatively small proportion
of companies — but a very large proportion
of friendly societies — contracted out the
appointed actuary function to firms of
consulting actuaries. For those that did, the
figure in the FSA returns shows the total
fees earned by the
consultancy from that
company. This reason
alone inhibited many
consultancies from
shouldering the burden
of the appointed actuary
that often only formed a
small proportion of the
fees shown.
Although the copies of the returns
supplied to the FSA must contain the figure
for ‘overall remuneration’ of the WPA (and
earlier the appointed actuary), those provided
to the public and to other companies do
not need to include this information. This
loophole was not widely known or, if known,
was not being used.

» It would certainly be in no-one’s

interest for the actuarial function
to be marginalised and increasingly
perceived as little more than a
highly technical ‘backroom’ skill

«

fellows acting as appointed actuaries at the
end of 2004 appear on the Financial Services
Authority’s (FSA) list of WPAs at the end of
2006. The rest of these fellows no longer do
so, although they presumably account for a
significant number of the actuarial function
holders (AFHs) in the new set-up.
For the new regime, this does have some
significance, as it means that just 35 of the
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Life

With-proﬁts actuaries

?

a biased slant’. Our research found that 42%
of WPAs are now consulting actuaries, many
of whom have acted in that capacity for more
than one company.

role is necessarily still recognised as being of
the utmost importance. In 2006, the average
number of years’ post-qualification experience
as a fellow among WPAs was 20. Interestingly,
the corresponding figures among appointed
actuaries during the final years of that regime
were almost exactly
the same.
In some companies,
it is not always evident
that the functionary gave
up all directorships they
may previously have
held with the company.
There appears to be some
confusion as to whether
the WPA of a company may continue to be a
director of another company within the group,
although it is clear they cannot be a director of
any parent company.

Outsourcing on the rise

Ample remuneration?

The implication is clearly that an increasing
number of life insurance companies, including
some of the very largest, find it expedient to
contract out this regulatory role rather than
employ someone in-house.
One reason for this drive to outsourcing
might well be the terms of reference
governing the responsibilities and conduct of
a WPA, which are increasingly complex and
burdensome. Another reason might be that the
governing body, whose duty it is to oversee the
work of the WPA, either directly or through a
with-profits committee, takes comfort from the
regulatory support and internal peer reviewing
that forms part of a contract with a consulting
firm. A third reason might be that, with many
with-profits funds or sub-funds closed to new
business, with-profits management is not seen
as a core function and, therefore, is one suitable
for outsourcing. Little surprise, then, that an
increasing number of companies contract out
this function to consulting actuaries.
The view is increasingly that corporate
regulatory actuarial compliance has become too
complex an issue to be dealt with in-house. It
has become a highly specialised business in its
own right, and is best left to the experts.
Companies risk losing vital skills by
outsourcing the function of the with-profits
actuary but, as funds close, many companies
feel they cannot afford to maintain the
requisite expertise in-house.
It is our belief, however, that it is not just
the cost of having an appropriate backup
in case your WPA falls ill or needs a holiday
that is driving this trend. Since they are
not allowed to be directors, there might be
some reluctance among in-house actuaries to
undertake the function of WPA. That said, the

Perhaps one of the most interesting questions
is whether the loss of directors’ rights, and
hence status, has been reflected in WPAs’
remuneration packages? It would certainly
seem so. Only 35% of WPAs surveyed had
declared a salary over £150k. With the level of
responsibility involved, this is surprising.
It may be that the statutory role is being
taken by a more junior employee reporting to,
and overseen by, an AFH who is on the board.
It is difficult to see how such an individual can
find the conflicts of interest easy to resolve. In
these situations, one wonders whether the new
regime has fulfilled its purpose.
A lot of the larger companies have

With the increased outsourcing of the WPA,
the loophole has been used by almost half of
the companies surveyed. In one case, where the
consultant refused to provide the information
that was not publicly available, he declined to
participate on the grounds that ‘it would give

» Only 35 of the 108 fellows acting

as appointed actuaries at the end
of 2004 appear on the Financial
Services Authority’s list of with-proﬁts
actuaries at the end of 2006

«
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rigid salary bands, which makes it easy for
consultancies to headhunt skills and sell them
back at a premium. Could companies save
money in the long term by increasing pay
for WPAs and any necessary backup, thereby
retaining these skills in-house?
It might well be that the newly qualified
fellow will in future see two possible distinct
career paths more clearly than before:
■ For those more interested in the actuarial
function itself, there will be the opportunity of
working for one of the consulting firms that are
increasingly being appointed to undertake the
role of WPA and sometimes an even broader
range of actuarial functions (even for some of
the larger life companies)
■ On the other hand, for those more
interested in pursuing a managerial role,
perhaps with an ambition ultimately to become
a director, the traditional life offices might offer
a more clearly defined career path.
The implications for those entering the
Profession could be profound. It would
certainly be in no-one’s interest for the
actuarial function to be marginalised and
increasingly perceived as little more than a
highly technical ‘backroom’ skill.
The change of regime from appointed actuary
to WPA may have been necessary in terms of
the Profession being seen to ‘put its own house
in order’ but it may also ultimately have been a
complex response to a problem that was more
a matter of perception than reality. Eventually,
it might even lead to some fundamental
underlying changes in the employment patterns
of actuaries, with a clearer distinction between
actuaries and managers.
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Student Page

Jen and Jean

This month, Jen and Jean discover what it
takes to be a Scholarship winner

Extra-curricular activities
Shane Latchman
As the winter days slowly fade away,
and the time for exams nears, we bring
you the inspirational words of Shane
Latchman, a third-year BSc Actuarial
Science student at Cass Business School
who was awarded the ninth annual John
Culver Wooddy Scholarship. And we give
you our special rundown of what’s hot
and what’s not.
Jen and Jean
If you have any bright ideas for the
Student Page, please e-mail
jenandjean@the-actuary.org.uk

HOT OR NOT?

» SIAS Poker Tournament
11 March

» The end of 24-hour work days
completing year-end tasks

» Planning your post-exam
holiday

» Bonus time
» Taking study days again
» Having the wrong calculator
for the April 2008 exams

» Tutorial break-out groups. Who
»
»
»
»
»
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cares what we think? Tell
us what the examiner wants
us to think!
Filling in your work-based
skills learning log
Missing the exam entry
closing date
CT9 BAM. Easy. Expensive.
Irrelevant?
CA2 Modelling Course. Not
as easy as you think.
Expensive. Irrelevant?
Cheating in exams, followed by
a disciplinary tribunal panel,
membership suspension and
being named and shamed in
The Actuary. Don’t do it.
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Last year, the Actuarial Foundation
announced that I was one of the winners of
the John Culver Wooddy Scholarship. I was
delighted to be one of the recipients of these
$2000 awards, funded by the estate of John
Culver Wooddy, a distinguished actuary who
set aside funds to provide scholarships to
actuarial students.
In order to qualify for the scholarship, I
had to fulfil various academic criteria. This
included ranking in the top quartile of my
class, successfully completing one actuarial
examination, and receiving a recommendation
from an academic at Cass. I also submitted an
essay about why I would like to become an
actuary. My reasons were, apart from being a
mathematical person, that there is also a fertile
employment market for actuaries, especially in
the burgeoning field of catastrophe modelling,
a non-traditional actuarial role.
In addition to the academic requirements,
the Actuarial Foundation gives preference to
candidates that have demonstrated leadership
potential through extra-curricular activities.
Last summer, I took part in a house-building
project in partnership with a local Catholic
centre and Habitat for Humanity, an
organisation that builds housing together with
volunteers and people in need.
It is my firm conviction that the most
important act of charity a person can undertake
is one that makes a sustainable difference to
people’s lives. I am appalled by the inequalities
that exist in our global society, such as families
that have no running water or electricity and
whose children are not able to receive an
education. The opportunity to be an agent
of change in one family’s life provided the
impetus for me to take part in the project.
My work involved building a new home
for a family of ten living in a shack in central
Trinidad. Trinidad is the most south-easterly
island in the Caribbean, with over 12% real
GDP growth rate and a GDP per capita of
around $10 000. It is the leading producer
of oil and gas in the Caribbean and a large
part of the workforce is concentrated in the
energy industry. The remaining workforce
is employed largely in manufacturing, light
industry and agriculture. Like most countries,
Trinidad has rural parts where living
conditions can be very basic. The setting in
which this family lived was appalling and

their dwelling was no larger than a standardsized bedroom. With the help of a dozen
other volunteers we constructed the house in
about two months.
The project was particularly interesting as
we did not use new materials. We re-purposed
discarded materials such as windows and
beams from demolished houses, as well as
supplies donated to the project. This added
another dimension to the work’s appeal as
a great deal of creativity was used when say,
building a loft by fitting together randomly
shaped pieces of wood that were available.
Work also varied from excavating the
foundations, mixing cement and installing
windows, to erecting beams and painting
the completed house. The project was a
resounding success and the mother of the
family now has a comfortable environment
in which to raise her children.
It is frequently said that those that have
the least to give are often the most generous
and the camaraderie I witnessed in this rural
part of Trinidad made me rethink the way that
I live among others. The neighbours gave no
thought to lending any tools they had and our
actions inspired others from the community to
join and help in whatever manner they could.
Of all the voluntary experiences I have had,
this was easily the most rewarding and I would
definitely recommend anyone to take part in
similar projects.
After my degree I hope to continue studying,
perhaps for a Masters in applied mathematics,
followed by working with Hazell Carr in
Reading. Eventually I would like to return to
my native Trinidad so that I may contribute to
my country, serving in the financial sector and
developing its capabilities there.
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People

AOTF

Roshina Nandra of Deloitte & Touche was too short to be
an astronaut, so steps forward as an Actuary of the Future

Roshina Nandra

Most memorable actuarial moment?
Trying to take three lots of CT study notes home
from the office at once. It didn’t seem that heavy
to start with, but I don’t have life insurance.

Date entered profession? September 2007.
Employer and area of work?

Exam philosophy? Give it your all. So far it’s
worked well and I’ve passed everything, but I’ve
been warned of the gruelling actuarial process.
Any vices?

Deloitte & Touche LLP; life insurance.

Last CD purchased? Leona Lewis’ first album.

Jobs so far? Admin and secretarial temping
before Uni, and spells of city centre market
research and on telephone helpdesks.

Film or theatre?
Depends on the mood — film mostly but theatre
is a real treat and I love it.

Study day shopper or sleeper?

Exams passed? None — I’m a physicist.

Pets?

Most exciting actuarial moment?

I’ve only ever had a few goldfish. I’m not keen
on pet smells and the mess.

Would like to see actuaries working in
which wider field?

Meeting people for work drinks and
being bombarded with questions about
quantum physics.

Green tea or coffee?

Sleeper, but I do study too.

Due to the increases in terminal conditions such
as cancer, there is probably a lot more scope in
the area of critical illness protection cover.

Green tea? Yuk. Starbucks café mocha? Yum.

Alternative career? Astronaut. Apparently
I’m too short so I took the second best option.

The

Chocolate bars, chocolate cakes, chocolate ice
cream… I think I might be a chocoholic.

Spend or save?
Save — I feel too guilty when I spend.

If you would like to nominate someone for Actuary of the
Future, please e-mail AOTF@the-actuary.org.uk
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Puzzles

Coffee break

Puzzle 390

NOTES

Sudoku
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More puzzles online
To access The Actuary’s puzzles archive and play
our new daily interactive online Sudoku, please visit
www.the-actuary.org.uk/puzzles

Solutions for Jan/Feb 2008
Puzzle 387

Puzzle 388

Valentine’s Day solution

Census solution

■ Andy sent a card to Margaret

■ Keith sent a card to Jade

■ Tim sent a card to Maja

■ Pete sent a card to Pat.

The reason the census taker could not ﬁgure out
the children’s ages is because there were two
possible answers. The only way that the product
can be 36 and have two possible answers is if
the sum equals 13 (the ages being nine, two and
two or six, six and one).

Maja
Andy
Keith
Tim

Jade

Pat

Margaret

When the home owner stated that her ‘oldest’
child is sleeping she was giving the census taker
the fact that there is an oldest.
The children’s ages are, therefore, nine, two and two.

Pete
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Puzzles

Coffee
break
Xxxxxxxxxxx

Puzzle 391

NOTES

Letter removal
There is an English word with nine letters such
that each time you remove a letter from it, it still
remains as an English word — from nine letters
right down to a single letter. Do you know what
the original word is and what are the words that it
becomes after removing one letter at a time?
Clue — one of the words is the chemical symbol for
black, shiny crystals that dissolve in alcohol.

Puzzle ideas welcome
The puzzles editor is pleased to receive ideas for new
puzzles from readers.
Please contact: Rakhee Raja, Puzzles Editor, Xaﬁnity
House, 42-62 Greyfriars Road, Reading RG1 1NN.
Or e-mail puzzles@the-actuary.org.uk

Puzzle 389
Anagramic pairs solution
Each clue led to two answers that were anagrams of each other. For example, the answers to 17 across were ‘repel’ and ‘leper’. Only one answer could be
entered into the grid, but which one?
1

Across
1
5
9
10
11
12
13
17
19
21
22
23
24

Sector, escort
Pleas, lapse
Crete, erect
Married, admirer
Funfair, rufﬁan
Hinge, neigh
Twelve plus one, eleven plus two
Leper, repel
Tureens, tenures
Belgian, Bengali
Maids, Midas
State, taste
Tagged, gadget

Down
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
14
15
16
17
18
20

Flesh, shelf
Tedious, outside
Starting-point, train spotting
Melon, lemon
Sprites, persist
Heart, earth
Recede, decree
Spandex, expands
Mundane, unnamed
Bosses, obsess
Brute, rebut
Easel, lease
Dirge, ridge
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Arts

Jen and Jean

Actuaries on the stage
For one month only, Jen and Jean adopt the guise of Arts Angels to bring you
the stories of two students with a talent for performance
Michael Hall, Alexander Forbes
I was once accused of being too much of an
extrovert to become
an actuary. Yet after a
few years away from
the stage, I went and
joined a local dramatics
society, ending up with
roles in productions of
the Tennessee Williams
play A Streetcar
Named Desire and the
Gershwin musical
Crazy For You.
You I
played Steve in the
former, a neighbour
of Stella and Stanley
Kowalski, with a
habit of rowing with
his wife and telling bad jokes
about chickens, and Moose in the latter, one of a
trio of singing cowboys bidin’ his time.
Now, although it’s safe to say the authors
didn’t intend actuarial issues to be at the

Grace Huang, Hewitt Associates
In my previous life as a professional pianist, I
envied people with
‘real jobs’ — imagine,
enjoying music as
a relaxing hobby! I
decided I wanted to
be one those people,
and started my new
actuarial career
with the following
foolproof plan: I
would work in the
day, study in the
evenings, and keep
my playing up in
my spare time.
No problem.
Suddenly one
weekend, I noticed
that there were piles and piles of ActEd
material on top of my piano, where there used
to be piles of music. I hadn’t sat down at the
keys in about two months, and I was horriﬁed
to discover that my entire repertoire had gone
right out of my ﬁngers.
I realised how vital it was to keep practising
and, as an incentive, agreed to a short
performance on the South Bank earlier
this year. It was deﬁnitely a challenge to
ﬁt rehearsals around work and study, but
I always look forward to them, and feel
rejuvenated afterwards.
Music will always be a part of me, and I’ve
resolved never to neglect the piano again.
My ActEd notes are now piling up in the
kitchen instead.
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forefront of audiences’ minds, I did manage to
find a few references to things I’d studied in
the exams.
In Streetcar, Blanche DuBois bemoans the
expense of paying for the funerals of members of
her family. “Which one of them left us a cent of
insurance, even? Only poor Jessie — one hundred
to pay for her coffin!” Aha, a failure to index the
sum assured there.
Later in the play, Blanche tells how she and
her family have lost their plantation: “Piece by
piece our improvident grandfathers and father
and uncles and brothers exchanged the land for
their epic fornications — to put it plainly.” This
seems to contradict the indivisibility of direct
property investment holdings mentioned in
CA1, although I don’t think the examiners would
accept this reason for selling an investment.
Meanwhile, in Crazy For You, set at the
‘height’ of the Depression, the leading
man sings, “My bonds and shares may fall
downstairs who cares? Who cares? I’m dancing
and I can’t be bothered now.” Or, as we’d put it,
a collapse in the actuarial control cycle caused

Crap by name...
A review of Crap: A Guide to Politics by Terry
Arthur, Continuum 2007
The best part of this update of actuary
Terry Arthur’s 1975 book is the collection
of extracts lampooning the nonsensical
utterances of British and US politicians
over the last few decades. Yet the book
provides much to disappoint.
In a chapter entitled ‘Statistical Crap’,
he takes to task the ‘politicos’ (as he
calls politicians, to whom he rather
tediously gives schoolboy nicknames).
Yet he then exaggerates: “Brown’s
spree raised taxes by well over 80%
in eight years”. It is actually 62.7%
according to HMRC.
Terry does not believe in manmade global warming, whereas I
unequivocally accept the science.
So I read with incredulity that “…oil
reserves are virtually inﬁnite — at
least 75 000 years’ worth and still
counting”. Global warming might
apparently be due to “ﬂuctuations in
cosmic rays”.
Gun control is another target, if
you excuse the pun. He advocates
“allowing the public to own dangerous
weapons” because “outlawing guns
means that only outlaws own guns
and there’s plenty of evidence that
crime would reduce”. As it has in
the US?

by failure to monitor the situation, exacerbated
by the volatility of equity-type investments.
So, what have I gained from my dramatic
experience? I feel my presentation skills have
received a welcome boost — if you know what
you’re going to say, or what you’re talking
about, the thought of getting a message across
to several hundred people in a suburban
theatre or a handful of pension trustees in a
boardroom shouldn’t scare you. Just make sure
they can hear you, tell the story in the right
way and don’t bump into the furniture.
Regarding the exams, I’m hoping that
Tennessee Williams’ Louisianan purple prose
didn’t influence my CA3 answer too much. I
managed to avoid writing sentences like, “Oh
Stella, your pension deficit is the same crimson
red as the rage I saw in Stanley’s eyes.”
My dramatics group has gained a new
committee member, by virtue of the fact I’m
not afraid of spreadsheets. And a picture of me
on stage slapping my bass is up by the printer at
work, giving me a little boost each time I pick up
a transfer value.

Coral reefs are
sadly disappearing
but “there are
plenty of private
coral reefs”.
Really? “All you
need is an old
wreck of a bus
and somebody
to drag and
drop it a few
miles out…
within weeks
a sophisticated
community
of… marine life will have become
established.” But component corals
grow for hundreds of years and reefs for
thousands — more than the weeks for
an old bus (yuck!) to do its worst on his
privatised sea-bed.
We also have the solution to pollution:
“…one ﬁne day, if private enterprise is not
fully banned, there’ll not only be private
collection of bags and rubbish, but private
depositing of rubbish on another planet.”
It currently costs something like £10 000
per kilo to launch payloads into space.
Dumping on Mars hardly seems likely.
I admire Terry’s economic challenges
but I would prefer to see him addressing
how markets can help us price
environmental harm properly rather
than simply engaging in denial.

Peter Tompkins
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Appointments

UK LV= has
announced that
Keith Abercromby,
group finance
director, has been
appointed as an
executive director
to its board. Prior to
joining LV=, Keith
Abercromby was
finance director of
Norwich Union’s
life division. He
also held a number
of roles at HBOS,
including managing
director of Halifax
Life, finance director
of HBOS Financial
Services, and latterly
as finance director
of HBOS’s Insurance
and Investment
Division. LV= has
also announced the
appointment of Ian
Reynolds as a nonexecutive director. Mr
Reynolds is an actuary
with many years’
experience in the
insurance industry,
including a number of
senior positions with

People moves

Royal Insurance and
Commercial Union.
Equitable Life Assurance
Society has announced
the appointment of
Tim Bateman as
executive director
with effect from 1
January 2008. Tim
has been with the
Society since 2004
and has held the
posts of with-profits
actuary and actuarial
function holder. He
was appointed general
manager (finance)
earlier in 2007. Tim
also has experience
of consultancy with
PwC and was also
appointed actuary for
Sun Life Assurance
Company of Canada
(UK) Ltd until 2004.
Hymans Robertson
has strengthened
its actuarial team
in London with
the appointment of
Steven Baxter as a
development actuary.

Shamim
Ashraf joins
The Actuarial
Recruitment
Company after
five years with
Tillinghast —
Towers Perrin.
With both life
and general
Shamim Ashraf
insurance
experience,
he’ll be focussed on developing The
ARC’s graduate and undergraduate
recruitment offering through the newly
formed Actuarial Placement Company.
Chris Cannon has been appointed as
a partner by The
ARC, responsible
for life, pensions
and investment
recruitment.
He joined in
July 2006 from
IBM, having
previously
worked for
several UK direct
Chris Cannon
life insurers.

Joining from Hewitt,
where he spent the
first eight years of
his career, Baxter will
focus on developing
mortality consulting
services, as well as
broader qualitative
modelling and
actuarial systems.
With effect from 21
December 2007, the
business and all staff
of Kerr and Company
have transferred
to Pope Anderson
LLP Actuaries and
Consultants. This
follows the retirement
from the company
due to ill health of
Peter Kerr who set
up the business 16
years ago. The firm
will be under the
new management
of Peter’s previous
partners, Ian Pope
and Paul Anderson.
Buck Consultants
has announced that
Duncan Kinnear
has joined the
company. Duncan,
who will be based in
the London office,
has more than 20
years’ experience
as an actuary and
pensions consultant
to a wide variety of
trustee and corporate
clients. He joins from
HSBC Actuaries and
Consultants Limited
and has also worked
for Mercer in both
Leeds and London.
Friends Provident
announced on
29 January that
Trevor Matthews,
previously head
of the UK life and
pensions business of
Standard Life, would be
joining the company
as chief executive.
Bermuda-based St
George Re has been

created to write
insurance designed
specifically to remove
uncertainty and
provide resolution to
historical corporate
asbestos risk. Chief
actuary is Kate
O’Reilly who
has experience in
asbestos reserving,
underwriting, and
pricing, having
been a member of
Tillinghast’s London
Asbestos Pollution
Hazard team.
Paul Shallis has
joined KPMG in
London to advise
clients on all
aspects of product
development, pricing,

Hewitt
Associates has
announced the
appointment
of Andrew
Sweeney
as leader of
the corporate
pension
consulting
team in its
Leeds office.
Sweeney joins Hewitt after 28 years
at Mercer Consulting where he held
several positions, most recently as a
principal advising trustees, employers
and individuals on a wide range of
issues ranging from benefit design to
risk management.
management and
strategy. He joins
from MetLife where
he was chief operating
officer, responsible
for the UK retirement
and savings business.
Prior to that, he
was head of life and
pensions for AIG Life,
and formerly with
Legal and General for
12 years in a variety
of roles.
Ernst and Young has
announced the launch
of a new dedicated
team to provide
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pensions advice to
corporate clients.
The team comprises
actuaries and advisors
with a range of
experience and skills
and is headed up by
Terry Simmons

Andrew Sweeney

Tel: +44 (0)20 7397 6200
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Paul Brett has
started 2008 in
his new role as
chief actuary
of MetLife UK
having moved
from Gen Re
LifeHealth. He
will split his
time between
MetLife’s risk
and protection
operation in Reading and their
retirement and savings operation at
Canary Wharf.

Paul Brett

who joined in January
from PricewaterhouseCoopers
Bestrustees has
appointed Graham
Wardle as a director.
He has been an
associate with the firm
since 2006, when he
joined after a 30-year
career at Mercer.
Martin Lunnon,
a former editor of

The Actuary (1995 to
1997), is one of four
new appointments
to the post of chief
actuary at the
Government Actuary’s
Department. Martin,
along with David
Hughes, Stephen
Humphrey and
Ken Kneller will
be leading divisions
within GAD.
Lesley Wyper
has joined
recruitment specialist
Acumen Resources
with a brief to
develop business and
support candidates
in the UK and
continental Europe.
Andrew Young,
deputy government
actuary and author
of the review into
the funding of the
Financial Assistance
Scheme, has been
seconded to the
Personal Accounts
Delivery Authority.
Standard Life has
appointed Paul
McNamara as group
strategy and corporate
finance director.
Paul was previously
marketing and
distribution director
at HBOS.

Please send news of recent appointments to
peoplemoves@the-actuary.org.uk

Actuarial skills travel well
Now they travel even better
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